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The Family .Forum--An Overview

by
rioan Easley

\Agricultural Eflitor's Office
Universkty'of Delaware

C..
About\ 250 parents, goverumeqt officials and professionals

participated in the Family forum held at Ne4ark's First Presbyterian
Church. The Rvent was sporlsored by the Delaware Cooperative Exten-'
&ion Service with partial fundfg.from the Delaware Hum8ni,4es7
FOrum, in cooperation with 40 other family agencies and'prokrams
throughput the state. A sampling of the cooperating agencies
which featureA exhib'ts in the display area,included: Family

ild
'Service of Ndrthe n elaware; Delaware League for .Planned Parent-
hood; Ulster Proj 'Delaware-Pacem in Terris; Parents Anonymous
of Delaware, Inc. ;* Delaware Adqlescent Progiam, Inc.; and

.

Geriatric Services of Delaware.

Family Forum projeCt director Dr. Patricia Tanner Nelson, .

family and child'development specialist with the Delaware Cobpera-'
tive Extension Service,,saystlw Famity,Forum was meant to make
people aware of the.changing nature of the:American family. .The
traditional,family-,Tworking fathe'r, homemaker mother;.and tWo '

childrenl.s.no.longer the typical family, she says.
44 ,

.

As, Governor DuPont pointed out in his opening remarks, more
than 50 percent of women s4ork Ilutside the.home today, including,
more than 30'percent with children under six. /"The babysitter.
and childcare center have'become a's much a part of the family
taday, as the grandmotherused to-be,".he.said:

"The family may be changing," says,pr. Nelson, "but it's
just as important as it has always been. ,In planning the cori-.
ference we wanted people to start thinking about the stresses
our society places on the family today, and the kinds of changes

need,to make to help our families function better._ Many
-outside forces impinge upon our:,familieS, includi4 las& the
media, teligion and the economy. tie explored each of these areas
in our workshogs.".

,Participants at the Family Forum were struck by the diversity
of the families regresented on the panels, including teenage
mothex, older wido*s, middle-class families and welfare
Workihops explored the legal difficulties of foster children, the

hushed-up matter of .family violence, the problems of two career
families, and the crises of families In povetty.
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Panels of.doctors, lawyers,-and family service vrofessibnals,
brought to light, theiv particular qoncerns, whi1e4r public policy 7
panel featuring state legislators'andfactive citiiebs explained
how anyone,can get involved in-treating positive changes through
the legilative process.

, The Family Forum could be considered Delaware's first step
toward a White House Conference on Families, tentatively sched-
uled for 1981; Delaware's Family Forum-was meant to start every-
one thinking about families, Nelson explains. '.By thea time the
White House Conference is" held, Deliawareans should be ready with
specific recommendations for chAnges needed to shore up the be-
leaguered American family.



DELAWARE'SkCOMMITMENi TO FAMILIES

Governor Pie#e S. dulaont

7

Let me begin by commending those responsible'for planning
and sponsoring dhis Family Forum, the Cooperative Extension
Service of the University of Delaware and the Delaware Humanities'
Forum in particular. The subject of fami ies and strengthening
the family unit is a subject about which whave a.growing aware-
ness. We recognize the tremendous changes.that have occurred in
Americeifamily life in recent years. We know that therahanges
have great impact not only on our economy but in the ar '7 of
education, child abuse, and social services. And so I commend
you for coming together on this day to examine ways in Nhich we
in Delaware through our public and private agencies cagteeter
serve and help strengthen families.

. Let me remind,you of some oE the indicators of change in
family life that are cited in a recent publicaticin by the
Education Commission of the States:

A

1.4 Sixty percent of American families are metropoqtan
residents.

Today, families move more frequently both long and
ghort distances. I am told that in thelgew-Castle
County School District the'enrollment in Aarticular
schools changes regularly particularly in the city
as families move fom' place to place;

3. Families are haming_fewer children. The average
$ household even. in 1974 was 2.97 persons.

4 The number of single* parent.families is increasing
both because of divorce and because the parents may
not.have married; and because divorce is often a
transitionTieriod between marriages, many children
relate to two or more sets of parents.

More than 50 percent of all wpmen are/in the labor
force, and,more than 30 percent of all women with

vchildren under six wai.k outside the home.

The stable muyti-age community and the extenffed
family have been replaced by communities linked by
interesS, age and income level. So the traditional
support mechanism of the extended-family is no lotiger

in place:



Many children are cared for outsfde of the home for
part oT the day. Some are simply left alone. The .

babysitter and day care center are as much a part
of many American familie's- as the grandmother or aunt
used to be.

DeSpite these and more changes, however, one constant theme
afppears in consideration of?new proposals for family'polièy and
that is - the idea-that the family ts exceeding4y.dUrable. As
Joseph Featherstone observes in a recent article in the Harvard
Education Review

...changes in structUv and function and changes in
individual roles are not to-be cbnfused with the collapse
of the family. Families reMain more important in the
lives of children than other institutions.- Family ties.-
'are stronger and more vital than many of us 'imagine in
the perenniai atmosphere of crisis surroupding. the -

subject.

SO, families are HERE,TO STAY,:as is titled a current sociological
- . study of te'lamily,by Mary JO-Bane.. .

To deal with the problems that most families experience,at
one time or another and to'strengthen the family unit,,people
need jobs, a decent income and cer,tain social services.

I am'very proud that this past Jantiary at the beginning of'
.,my third year.as. Goverlor'of Delaware T was able to announce:
.that many of the major obttacles confrOnting our' State in 1976
when I assumed office have been overcome and'that "today,Delaware'
is better." .Now we can turn.our attention to tHe three funda-
Mental concerns of every Delaware family, better public education,
imprve& human seet'vices and 1.ncreased job opportunities.

yr

In thg area of jobs, we-continue our active efforts to
create a climate 'Which encourages economic expansion and
developmerft.and which says to the outside world "Delaware wants
jobs." This includes legiolation to provide tax incentives for'
businesses to locate'in Delaware and p2Ograms in the Department
of Cbmmunity Affairs ana Economic Development to assist existing
businesses and promote tourism.

But-, if the people,of Delaware are to gain the maximum
"; benefit of this economic development they must kave the knowledW

and skills needed to take jobs. They must be prepared. The
questions that I am always asked as I travel; encouraging business
an& industry.to locate in Delaware, are "Do you have a good educa-

.

tIon system?" "How strong are yourtraining programs?" .

Responding to that message and-with a very deep concern for
the problem of youth unemployment I have,launChed an ambitious
effort - Jobs for Delaware Graduates - which is scheduled to begin
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.t
with the new school year in'September. This pro'ke#m will rectal

every high school senior next year with an intensive focus on
jobaining, cotnseling and placement. Thus far, we hAve-receivéd
.a grant from ,the U.S. Departmeht of Labor and an appropriation of
$500,000 from the general Assembly is anticipated to complete

funding. If we are successful, the young person whq may very
wellJbe tinemployed and on the-streets will'be helped by job
counselors and through a highlyiorganized student organization
ta connect with a meaningful job. I am very optimistic.about
the chances for success of Jobs for Delawkre Qviduates. I

recognize that a job means everyonesains: the individual, the
family, the employer and the State.

Another effort to strengthen the family is.through ours
emphasis on thildren. It is generally accepted that children who
grow up,in caring; supportive families learn to provide that same
kind of\environment for their children.

- On the other hand, children who have experienced dhe
insecurity, loss of' identity'and rejection which .comes from being
shifted Irom one hom or inetitution to 'another cannot offer their
children the stabpity that they themselves have lacked. .It has'
also been amply demonstrated that many of today's abused children
grow,up to be toitorrow's abusive parents.

This negative cycle must be broken. The Department of -

Health and Social Services is taking some ihitiatives to improve
its service to children with thisfobjective in mind.

Secretary Patricia C. Schramm has promulgated a policy
memorandum which,mandates that each child in'the Department's
care shall have a service plan designed to achieve the greatest
possible'degree of permanency and stability. The policy states
very succinctly_that the optimum goal for the child is a return
td the parents, previous custodians or other relatiNies. If a
return to family members is not in the best interes,ts df the

/ child, the goals are -to be adoption or permanent foster care,

. in that order.

To make adoption a more feasible alternative for children
and prospective parents, the State plans to expand its adoption
subsidies. I tlave supported this in my fiscal 1980 budget.

4The policy also provides for case management review, on a
Nregularly scheduled basis, by at interdepartmental committee
'The,commitEee has been formulated,--and it is preparing to begin
its case review functigps. (



Another inittative whigh I su port and have endorsed ih
the fiscal 1980 budge,t.is a Child P otective Service Center.-
When such a center ie4stablished, expect it to devote greater
effdtts to awareness an& preiIention and to working with families
in order to heiv them function better.

Obviously, this will -take time but, with.a strong.com-mitment and the help of the community, I Nieve our,effortswill make a difference.
.

There are many other departments in the State that
establish policies and procedures which, on the surface, might
appear to be far removed from family life. In reality, thhave a tremendous effect on families. We should examine
actions and policies closely in this regard.

Obviously, we should be encouraging those ptograms andpolicies which-trengthen family life, and avoiding,aptiohswhich are detrimental to matntaining g strong family unit.

Despite changeS in family cbmrosition and life styles,,the fact remains that families are here to stay. They arestill the bulwark of our.society and we must do What we cann,
to keep them strong and healthy.

7
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Pu4,lie Polie4 Panel

at Nelson: would now like to introduce Nancy Stokes,:Presfdent
tbe DelaWare Chapt,ercof the American,. Associa4ion. of

University WOmen.
.

Nancy StokeA. Thank yoUi Pat, It'will be my 'Pleasure to 'briefly
Asintroduce a fine panel that will speak to you about "Trans-.

Ideals,'-intó Reality - The Process of Making your
Voice Hearok."

r

-Dr. Straka is,irômr the-Department of Histdry at the
University of Delaware and does serve on this panel as the
Delaware Humanities Forum sCholav;

Dr%, Gerald Straka! I am here as a representatiVe.large ly of the
Delaware Humanities Forum whose placard you can see prominently
diSplayed right In front here. .0ne feature, by the way, .of
the whole DHF structure, is to provide humanities scholars
in the fields of tistory, of philosophy, literature, political
science, sociology (and on and on) to feed into your programs
a dimension of philosophy, socfology, history, (or whatever
discipline within the area caIled the humanities) to add
something very Special to whatever program you have in mind.

The DHF in Delaware has a connection, of course, w4h the
National Endowment for the Humanities: This-has all come
from that famous 1965 Act which set up federal funding in
this and in many other states for support of social groups7-
social action groups--all the way from churches to just '

about every nonprofit organization pbssible.

Now I will come right down to the poin't of my prespnce
here in this.program. I will simply point out to you in
whatever organization, or city; or even a neighborhood (if
it be no more than a sort of,ad-hoc group of neighbors).
you belong to feels they desperately have to launchfa
program dealing, in this case of course with any aspect
governing the family--what threa.tcns the family, raising,
your children in this culture--whitever.the related issue
might be, you could very well, very easily; apply, for a DHF
grant. The Delaware Humanities Forum actually thrives on
the presentation of all kinds of social, public issues, or
for that matter even general issues that affect the enttre
culture of America. Don't be hesitant about this, it is
public money. It ts here for you,.primarily to foster
whatever goals you feel your organization, or-your neighbor-
hood, or your church, requires.

-10-



Basically, there are fOur types of grants that one can
apply foi. Major grants, such as the type of prOgram like
this all-day'venture, ls the top level of applicatioli. It .

iS called the regular grant or R grant. The R grant can
be as flexible as you like, yoU ean build into it any feature,.
such as_panel.discuisions like we are-having.today or key
lecturers., or discussion groups-o4lany kind. Be as flexible
in the-format as possible,, and you can:be as ambitious as
pos6ible. This is a one-day presentation, as you.know, Sut
DHF has sponsored many three snd four and five-day presents-
tions spread over a longer period of time. So the f9rmat
of the regular-grant is a very flexible.one. It's kind of
a mammoth operation. You mgy virtually build your awn .

budget. Usually, of course, we help you with matching funds,
or how to.identif matching fund areas,- and then of ipurqe,
we wpuld try to Help You identify What kinds of humanists,
what kinds of sch6lars, kinds of specialists you would bes,t,
like to use in your presentation: Wliat kind of dimension
would you focus on? Would you like:a philosophical
dimension, perhaps? I could put you in touch with any
nuMber of philosophers:who are.specialists in the
philosophy of the family, and so with sociologfpts and
on and zn.

The second level of grant is the mini-grann This is
a very-shor, smalliSh.$1,000 package. One favorite

, setting for the Mini-grant.involves coffees in various
1 .homes, a kind 6f:four, five or six or perhaps even ten,

week series of programsi, discussion groups..

soN

7,

And then the third lev 1-Pis the very small mini-grant.;-
. 'at a $500 Level. It is a zery short program that you apply

for and set up in a .very s ort twC-week period.

,

The fourth kind of program,.is siMply for those of.you
who migh-t want a speci ed speaker. 'The DHF dbes run a
sort of speakers burei iih 40 or 56 topics skrailable, all .

in the related fields of higtory, philosophy, all issues
frequently dealing with the. family.

'

,

How does one apply? The procedUre is very simple. You
write to 2606 Pennsylvania Avenue,.WilmingtOn and you will
immediately be gather.ed into the fold, and every'assistance
will be provided to help you-launch your program.

,

Again the whole emphasis here is to get issues "of gny topic-
.

that is related to the family.out into the public forum.
'

There is sufficient public money for this. .Dd take advantage
Of it.' Thank yqu Vbry much.

)
,
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Nancy Stokes: The
have to play,
the President
Millsboro.

ay the%microphone is set up, we are going to
sical chairs, I wIll next change. chairs *ith

Pro7"Teinpor of-the Seqate,.Richard Cordrey'of
will be introducing,aese people 'WO Arve,,not.

so-mtich persOnally As by function-l-since this really, rs whk4
interests.yo
legislati
serVdis as
Legislati
ComMittee,
takes what
chair of R
Vithout ta
Senator Ri

as people 'who wish to have some 1mpact 'on y.

Senator Cordrey, as.Prtsident Pro Tempore, /
.member of the Executive4Commitlee and is dharr of

serves also-pp thbFub;ic Siefetk
nd because he is a SusseX Cdunty gentleman ana,.
other people do not partimaarly,Want,che Ls_
nue ana:Taxation4-all Senate committees. -

ing more time,-I,would like_bb Introduce to.you
hard Cordrey., .

Senator Cordrey: Thank.yoe very mech. ancy, I appreciate the
privilege of.getting up at 5:0 this morning, driving for
a couple of hours and coming to,New Castle CountY; and
getting ready to.go back,po VoverA I yeally do appreciate
the invitation. WheneNancy extends one, I certainly'try

v
to a7 ccommodAte..

/1.
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I would like to"talk to-yau for.a, few minutes if 4/.may on
how your voice cad be heard either in Dover or Washington
and how you thould poisibly go absiut doing this. I Personally,
myself 1)eirig a Sussex Countian as 1Umcy told you, when I:
see a.lobbiest and people who Are interested id something

. it is very importadt to let-us know .how they feel on each
subject.

In my'ciwn case,,I'm^ a person frot the lower part, of the
_State, I am in Che agribusiness and I am certainly not aq

rexpert in fields such As Judiciary:. ; didn't think I was
in Financd unpil I got stuck with Revenue and Taxation, and
other fields. I fqe1 thai it is very,important that people
comeaforward that are welT versed, in these items and let
us know what is going on. T think also the thing that many
people do wrong .when they're trying to lobby, is ta try tp
I,obby on too many'things, and not a specific piece' c) )

legislation. If there is a specific field thAt you know,
then give productive information to members of the General

, Assembly either here in Delaware or in Washington and bv honest
with them at all times. I think that the main thing that
really shows up i many, many cases is the fact that you know
_what you arii talking about. We are really in this legisla-
ture grasping for informatiJon. I even today when I got here,
fortunately a few minutes early, was trying to grasp how I
stiould vote on a maior piece of legislation in the State of
Delaward I know is coming tip, and again I end up with two

:
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"foe and,two "againsi", and I still don't know how to vo e
-'611 this piece/of legislation, althopgh if / listened to ancy:"
she wuld.tell me how I'should vote: But / think it is wry"
imporT.4nt that you*just don't come up to a legislator d
say "Hey, I want yoU lo support this piece of legisla n

$

/I

.

and walk Of and leave me. Iithink you should COME p a
'legislator and say, "Hey, I want you to support thi piece
of legislation because," atA give some background, s to why
Icefeel that this piece of legislation As very i portant.

* .

You people living in the State of Delaware re very'
fortunatg, I feel, more so that any other stay Ln the S,U..

. .

We are small, 1/12 the Size of Chicago, small r thatiksal the,
, major Cities throughout the United States, wg are;approximatelyi

lesi than 600,000 peoplethe greatest state throughout the
United States. I don't know whose district I am sitting in,
right now, but I can tell you one thing; If he does not
anpwer to the people infthis district, he will not be back.
in Dover this next year. ,

In other states,I don't think this happens, 'but it does
in Delaware. We are listening to the people in the State
of Delaware. Some-days when you read the News-Journal, you
qay get the idea that we aren t listening to,youc but we '

\ate. Weriare listening to you because we like o
fr

r job, we
think we are doing a good job, and the only wa) we can
continue to do a good job is to disten to yoli/constituents.
When you lose the ear of these people yo0 have Lost every-
thing, as far as I am concerneds,a's far as'bfAng a productive%
legislator. /

1 /

Nancy, I want to thank you vety much for giving me the
privilege of coming up to New Castle' County on such g

,

,beautiful day and I would,like to invite everyone, and I
mean everyone, to Dover. I feel that, it is very important.,
that everyone of yoU come and see how th General Assembly
is run. Don't sit down'*Th'Sussex or Kent or the city of
Wilmington and-depend on the newspapers/to report exvtly
what is going on in Dover. I would like for you to see first-
Iland what is going on. We are now n. the pro/less of extending

. this to all the.youth throughout the State. Tn the lower
county, practicallST every kid Ln the fifth and sixth grade
this year will visit Legislative Hall and spend the day with
us to see how we enact laws in the ,State of Delaware. .

Believe me, the people there areNery interested in what you
have to say. Thank you.



Nancy Stokes: Thapk,you. There are some peopqe that are techni-
cally cal.led "freshman legislators," but really 41on't fit (

with the term at all. ;_t is my priNrilege to intrcdUce
,Ilext Representative JaneMaroney df the 12th District., whO
comes,to Dover with &backgroUnd of concern in-a number_of
areas that is making her one of the very effective Voices
in the legislature. -Her committee assignments in the Holpe.
aye Health and Social Services and Constitutibn.

. .

'Representative Jane Maronq: It,is a great pleasure for me\also tO
, be with you-ehis mbrning, I would just like to talk a liptle
.bit along the same lines that Senator Cordrey tas2 relecting
our recent activities. There is a very' important piece of
legislation that is to be hopefulay enacted sometime betWeen
noW and whenever we adjourn for the Easter recess. Tliat
may be this evening; that may be tOmorrow or'Tuesday, who

/ knows. The political process is an ongoing one. In any
event, the house did remain in session until well 4: 9:00
last night, after d'Aving my car yool up.to New Cast County.
in a very badly tuned 5-year-old car, very badly tuned,
partially because of our potholes. The roads. were just
barely pa.ssable, the lines on the sides you could just barely 1

sk them. I had thr'ee very important people, (my colleagues
in the ,House) and I thought, 1,1131pase let me get them-home
safely." Sd by 11;00 the supper was Ilalf warm in the oven
and my dear better-half had left me a note with the megsages
that were important to view before going to bed, and then I
thought I really haven't had time tw make notes for this
morning, I thought I would get to that the next five minutes
or ten minutes later, but those minutes never came.

Let's just say that the polieical process is an on-going
one, but(it s,so dynamic, I think I have shared about 20' '

days in the,4Iouse and it just seems as though I have been
there for eVer and ever. But each day is 4 very great learn-
ing experieic., and I am really delighted to be hexe.

I want to address the subject of how to lobby effectively,
and I guess the most important word there is effectively/:
As you know this is a marvelous time for citizen advocacy
groups to have their voices heard. The Joint Finance.Com-
mittee is,just getting through six weeks of hearings in 'each

of the three Counties and during the sessions that I have
attended, no citizen had registered ahead of time with the
clerk who was not allowed to speak at the particular meeting
or group that was being heard that day. I thought that was
a very effective thing.
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e most important thing that I would say, ,if you are
really A, novice in this area, to know your resources do
come tp Dover,' but do your 'homework before you come. iyety-
body i$ verby, bupy arid has/ NOry little time. As you may kno4
d great many .conferences, 'take place in a 'split second passilli
in the hall. 'So befc5;e you address how you will lobby,
realize what your resourgs' are. , Find out, you may not know,
what election district or, what rqpresentative-.district you
live in. Find,-out who that person is, who representd'you,.
It's alSo 'very valuable to determine- what that person's
political-;party is. If you happen to be regtstered to Vote
in that pirticular part:y tt doesn't hurt. Find aui who your
Senator and Representative is in the House. of Representatiyes.

; Determine what committees each of'those people serve on.
"then find out who else serves on the committee that 'you asvime
thato your piece of legislation or your particular ,interest
falls within.

Come with a plan, but come quietly, with a sense of
hUmor ancq:Idts and lots sp. patience. The leader of the
party's program I_think is one of the best resources of
infOrmation 'within the political process and a great deal
of help, can be deemed from them. I think the first place T
was asked to speak outo I was in a four-way primary last ,

, summer. This was the first timer I have eveK run for public
office, and believe me, I really picked onfoot up and put
the other down'. You think -that becaUs4yoU' decide to run in
a particular,political kparty, that there are all thoe
-resources out there for youl) That just isn't so. But that
makes it all- the more exciting because it Is something that
you'create out of absolutely nothing except your condition=-
that 'you do have something, to offer and you have the time
and commitment td carry that through. .Thank you very much.
If you do come ,to Dover,' we'd like to see you.

.

Nancy Stokes: Vicky Kleinman, whom r will introduce to you next,
has served in many offices in the League of- Women Voters.
The thing of primary importance to you, I believe, is that,
she has clocked enoUgh hours ip Legislative Hall to be a \

bonifide piece of the furnitUre:

Vicky Xleinman: Thank you, Nancy. That bonified ,piece of the
furniture makes me wonder if that 's 'where the. title "Chair"
came from.
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, :rhe topic that Wt. are talking about now is."Translating :
ldeals into,Reality." When we talk about reality-, what ),

that really, gets down to is 'one of these things that everybody
wants to have,-but really does not lilce tp discusa. At the
risk of putting you td sleep even though I am 'going to be .,

,up here for only eight minutes, I would,like to spend 4
little time.4scuSsing money. Because anF program that.you
might want,,any program thkt as a matter .of.fact, may,be in
.effect now cannot becothe'effeEtive unless.it is reasonably

.

funded. ,.

-.

What dOes funding mean in the State of Delaware?''Well,
to make it work--day care, programs for the aging, programs
for health and.social services that most of you people here
are concerned with--you Will havO to addresb the problem of
haw the budget goes into effect. There are,thtee Stages,
really, the way Delaware sets uP its dget. First, it goes
through.the Budget Director's dffice. e, Budget Director
holds hearings and puts together a'budget which-the
Governor submits to the General Assembly.

.

The second stage is the Joint Finance Committee Hearings.
The Joint Finance CpmMittee-7is. made up of both.the Hause AMA.'
Senate,peop,le in ,the Legislaturelbey go through the
Governor s budget. Rep. Maroney.pointed out that those
meetings are open, the public is welcome to speak. In
fact, unless the Joint Finance Committee heats from:their-
constituents.,:unless they hear from people who are inter.7
.ested in a partiOular progrgM, they are much less likely to
'fund these'areas. Wcitdifrom constituents, as both SenatOr
CordreTand'Rep. MaroneY pointed out, are absolutely vital.
.Do try to contact-the Tudget Directors' office before they:,

have,their hearings in the fall. Do try to ccittact the Joint'
.F4nance.Committee before they have-their hearings,in.
FebruarY,or early March', and then-you. Fill geta-third
chance when the budget comes up ,before'thp General Assembly
itself sometilié in May or June--it reallY varies, sometimes
extending way into June lOth which may go to July 1,
as L.,am sure you have.heard aver the years. But I would
urge,yoU tci recbgnige the:budgetary-proceas, and do,play
some role'it'it.' AS it .hgs'Ibeen pointed out,,dp-knowyour
stUff. RemeMber that there,is just a finite amount of money'
that is in the budget,fand that amoUnt is, to take off .on
Lewis Carroll 'somewhat,- getting "finiter-and finiter."
You Ware in a sense coMpeting with all, the other programs.
You have,to defend-the prograWyou're intereSted in. You
have to show why yourlprograms are,more important than the_ ,

others. You've got to hatve information at your'finger
I really 'would urge you to remember that legislators cdmmand-
the ultiMate source of state funds. Legislator's deal with
limited resources. They Ire there, attempting to'do.as goOd

0
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a iob as they can, but as it_waS poined out, the staff
limited'and they are responsiye and dependent upon _lobbyists
for better or for worse. That'is-the situation Alit 'exists:

O'
Lobbyists have go-t_co be-honest, otherwise they lose'

their credibility. They. havegot to be,factual, otherwise
they lose their croaibility, and they have.ipt to be'
Apiendly and understanding of the pressures *that are on
Tegislators,..

0

I-would also echo my panel colleagues and urge you to
go .to Dover even if you just sit,back And watch a few

'times. It is interesting, it is a'new view of government,
it is a new view of Delaware and it is an education'in
itself.

A

Nancy Stokes3, I would like to have one small editorial comment, .

with the permission of my legislative frAnds.

We are lately having all over the State all sorts of
panels on haw properly to lobby, Ind we're taught all about
good thanners and everything else. But occasionally you
will be caught4-not by either one of thase--but occasionally,
leiislators will play a Little -game with you that would have
you going home'feelizg that 'the reason'that the legislator
did not vote for your bill was either because he got t6o.

much mail (which was pressure) o,r he did no_t get enough
(so-he doesn't think you care). Before you 'get caught in a
"catch-22" and go home thinking that it is your fault that
he voted wrong, you will have to use a little backbone.

6 Don't take alLthe blame for hpw the legislators vote.

At this.time,,I would like to open for questions.

QUESTION from audience relating to' proposed highway expenditures.

Representative Maroney: Aid pieces of legislation are very
important. This one happens to be with the funding of road
improvements that you may be familiar with. It is referred
to as Project Overhead and it is a rather complicated piece.
of legislation. We will be attempting,to pass the first two
phases of it today.. ?be reason for that is normally the budget

,p passed prior to June 30 of each year and the new fiscal -
year wIll'begin in July. Under most -circumstances the
budget has(pretty much been eaten away during the course of
the year and very few funds are available as the fiscal year

. wanes. But' bediuse,We hope to take advantage of the good
weather whichotarts in May, we hope to be able to fund this
beginning part of the project'now. It is going through its
political process n arriving athow these funds will be
raisqd and spent. ut the price tag on this alone goes over
a three-year-period nd amounts to soinething near $93 million.
We ate talking about the very first Part today.' It will be an
ongoing process for sometime.
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Nancy'Stokes:
There is
there.

.
v

A

We look torwardito seeingSrou in Leigislative Hall. -
, as everybody keeps &dying, ho sOpstitute for t)eing.:

Our legislator
you very much.

t.

do,have.to take off for

4.

Doverl Thank
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THk WHITE- HOUSE tONFERENCE ON
-''4TS HISTORY, PLANS'AND PROSPECTS

Rebecca Twil1ey Cates

As a.lifetime DelaWare restgent; it is a special pleasure
,for me to be part of the Delaward7Family Forum today, representing.
the White HouseasConfereAce ol

'Dr, .Pat Nelson, Coordinator of.today's Family Foru4n-deserves7
special commenOtion for conceiving die idea for a-Delaware, ,

Families Conference related event and fOr serving as the catalyst
for stimulating the interest demonstrated and input received_at
today's meeting.'

, Pat contacted me almost'the Moment I. was hired,last June
and we have been communicating ever since. But, Pat's dream of a
FamilieS.Conference Ili Delaware goeihfurther back than last June.

The WI:lite House,Confirence Delaw4re file .shows that
.

Dr. Patricia Nelson had.been directinglrequesta for information
. for states activities to the Conference since 1477. Her persis-
tenee atdTommitment to'families,provided the impetus for
today's meeting.

However, Pat couldn t have done it by herself. I W'ant to
congratulate the DelawaresCooperative Extension Service, the.
Delaware Humanities Forum:and,the other cooperating agencies-
and organizations' for their.sponsorship and planning of the Forum.
'This meeting 4.s a fine example of a collaborative effort mounted
in the interest of families. Your work will certainly ?Ave the

\-' way to,abelaware Governor's Conference and to' the White House
Conference onTamilies.

remarks todayeare intended to serve three primary, purposes
. The first is to provide you with-background that helps explain the
genesis of the,White HOuse Conference on Families. The second

to'share information regarding the status Of the Conference
aqd the approachee being taken to carry out ehis important project.
An0 finally, pnd most important, I would like to hear from you
.about,what you think ithe White House Conferince on Families should
accOMplish, what iss6es you feel ire most important and what kind
of a format would best accomplish these goals.

The interest' of this all;inistraticin in families can be
accurately'chavac'terize-d-lii being-both widespread and long-
Standingan interest4htch. was evident in the work of President
Carter, Vice, President Mondale, and Secretary Califano long before
they attained the positions.they now hold.

-19-
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In'the fall of 1973, then Senator Walter Mondale remarked
b the Senate.SubcomMittee on Children 'and Youth at tR'outset '!*

'of hearings'on American families that, "it has,become increasingly
clear to me that there is-just no substitute for a 1ealfhy family--
'nothing elsd,that can give echild aA,much love, sup ort confidence,
motiVation or feelings of salf)-worth and self-respec " He further
pointed ot.it that we tend to take families'-for granted we
frequently i'gncire evirstrengths--their frkfttrations and .the
imiportant roles they,play.. The-Mondale healings were. nstrumental
in sensitizing the public to family issuei in the-early seventies.

This interest was perhaps most powerfully articul ted during
the 1976 Presidential camp4gn when families emeiged as a'primary
area of concerti In a campaign address in-Manchester, New
Hampshire, for example, then Governor Csrter said, "There can

:,.be no more urgdnt priority for the next administration than to
see that every decision our government makes is designed to
honor, support and strengthen the American family."

As a result of the several hundred responses g4eratedby
New Hampshire address, Governor Carter asked Joseph Califano

to develop a preliminary report on AmericarPfamilies. The
document, submitted by Mr. Califano to Governor tarter in fall
of 1976, was entitled "American Families: Trends, Pressurgs,

T and Recommendations." The report which consideredmany of the
factorsinfluencing the quality of famlly life, reahed1the centraU
conClusion that the mos severe threat to American families stems
from unemployment and la adequate income. In response to
this conclusion, the paperwhith served as an early "think piece"
on familiesUrpd that three steps be taken. The first was ta
provide parents with job opportunities so they, parents, can providp
for their-families. The second was to restore trust and confidence
in American families as a basic premise of federal policies and
programs. Finally,-the report urged that there be an increase
in efforts to foster greater understanding of the ways in TAlich
public and private policies impact on our families. 1111 essence,
the paper concluded that the key to ,utting government in its place
was to restore families to their rit tful place as the cornerstone
of national well-being.

, In March of 1977, former famil es advisor JoeCalifano
noW HEW Secretary Califano, charged w*th lead 'responSibility for
the families effort by the President, e_to numerous organiza-
tions, interest groups, and individ-uals to rn'what their views
were On'key faminly iSsueS facing our society. This activity
ParallelledAsteps being taken by the lAministra on. to secure
funding.for theWhite'House COnfvence on Fami ies.
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In December of 197 Congress approved the LgborHEW 1978
budget which included $ million for the White House Conference,
on Families. Also in- ecember, again signalling the importance
of this project, Secretar Califano shifted the responeibility.
for the Conferenae to his immediate office, and efforts began
to secure a confvence chairman-and e*ecutisie Airector. As all
of you know, Conference i'lanning was set back in Jvne of last
year with,the resignation of the conference Zhairperson and
executive direcor. Discussions are now being held with 821
prospective chairperson and I aim hopeful that an announcement' '.
will be made on new Coneerence leadership shortly.

-

As you would expect, the primary staff activitiesee.date
have been devtlopmental in nature. They Are, however, being
carried out with a clear eyeqcoward the main purpose of the
Conference as cited in the Pre idential announcement, and I

. quote, "The main purpose of t s Whiti House Conference will be c

to examine the strengths of uerican families, the difficulties
they face, and the ways in which family life is'affected by public
policies. The Conference will examine the important effects that
the worlictof work, education, the mass media, the court system,
private institutions,,and other major facets of our society
have on Americn families."

Our staff is now working to transiate-the purposes àf the
Conference into an approach based on some fundamentalKpremises
about families. The premises include the following:

1. American families are pluralistic' in nature and Ke
Conference process will enhance and build on that
pluralism. This means that we 'have and will continue
to reach organizations, interest groups, and
individuals from all walks of life to learn what
their thoughts and suggestions are concerning the
White House Conference and the events that will
lead-up to it.

White House Conference is a significant opportunity--
an opportunity far family members, researchers, policy
makers, and practitioners to examine the strengths and
cohcerns of families. That opportunity must, however,
achieve a balance yhich reflects input from all these
important constitutencies. This- perception of the
Conference as an opportunity, rather than as only a
response to pathology is one that we hope will help
set a 'positive tone for White House Conference
activities that will carry-over, long after the Conference
is held
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3. The White House Conference on Families will concern-
4 itself with isst*s related to.children-and youth

in the context dir their roles and functions within
f4milies. Howevgr, this fodus will mit sUpplantj'a

,

White.House Conference on Children-and Youth.
.

. The White House Conference on-Fimilies, 'though
government funded, doe,s not suggest that there is'

, .a "goirernment solutioe to all-the needs of Amerfcan
families. '.It idviEally imOrtant that we recognize

, Hint the private sector has an equally important role
, to play in impacting on and enhancing family life.

As the staff has been engaged in preplanning activities,
'it has been fascinating to note the tremendous amount of interest
that has 'surfaced about the "family." There have been numerous
articles in national magazine, several major television produc-
tions, and multiple conferences devoted to the "families" theme.
Our office has received thousands of letters from people all
over the country voicfneinterest in the Conference and sharing
(concern about specific issues. Our staff has been in communica-
tion with%several national coalitions andz several dozen coalt-
dons at the state and local levels that have valdable ideas and

, expertise. Ddring the past year there has been considerable
state activity in preparation for and in some cases, independent
of the anticipated White House Conference on Families.

.

, Our office has informally been in touch with individuals
in-at least half of the 50 states who have come to us for assistance
and suggestions. Delaware of course, has been one of these%

.

Connectidu,t, Louisiana and Maine are a few states that have held
meetings similar to this one. Some states such as Montana and
Minnesota,'have held statewide governors nces on families.
Wisconsin begins its first level of conf rence ac vities next
month. Virginia has begun statewide pla ning meett s for a
Governor's Conference in NoveMber of th s year. Governor Brown
has authorized the appointment of a steering comml_ttee for a'
California Conference on Families. Others, Connecticut being
a good example, have brought together a consortium of agelFiei
and organizations to plan their acttvities: It has been heartening
to us to know that despite our delays in proceeding in Washington,
interest and cofinitment have not diminished around the country.

.For the most part this interest has been constructive
attempts to deal realistically with'changes as they are Occurring
and have not been hystericalrreactions far remoVed. from the
realities of*every'day 'life. For the fact is that although the
.typical American family of the 1980's may indeed vary from that
of the White House Conference, it is an opportunity for us to take a
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C1ose4look.at where families

,

are today, Where they\_are headed-,

and how they. are affected, either positively, or négatively, bY
nolidies, in both the public and private Sectors; Even ihough
the specific-plans for the -Conference have not been forbaltied,
I would like to sfilire with you 'some of my personal.thoughts abmt

'what I hope the Conference can achieve and heiii7 YOu, as profepsionAli
,
and'lAY persons who.deal 'with these issues- on, a dai/y.basis, can
be moSt-effective. First; its important that the Conference
stimulate, informed. distussioh about where familiei are todpyi
As I have already mentioned, the families of the 80's will be -

,
far different from the families of the 50's, 60's, or eveh 7Vs
To name a few of the changes...we-can expect more children ifith' .

_
working mothers, more children in one parent homes and in blended
families, smaller families, more single, elderly women', and ,aft
increase in the total number of hot,Asoholds. How are.thesinstitu--
dons you'are familiar with dealing with these changes in the
family?

.

The implications of the dhanges'are enormcius and far
reach.ing, every segment of American life is affected. For
example, many-supermarkets are now staring open 24 hours, in
part a response to the working moehersit.' But let's look at the
institutions many of you deal with. A

i

mothers eld fathers

k
spend their days working; when can the help thpir family members
get medical care=-are private physicah and pub)Aic clinics open
so mottiers or fathers do not have to sicrifice-a day's pay.to
keep their family healthy? Do the schools require parents to
attend daytime conferences, again forcing a choice between income
and carrying out routine parenting functions? Have local employetS
made any progress in instituting parttime, flextime and job
sharing arrangements? If we value our family and are tommitted! -

to, a society that enhances'family 4fe, we must theh insure that
the institutions that %erve families not just continue in the
same way they have for decades,but adapt their practices'
accordingly...lets get even more specific. Eacll of yau, in
your daily work, and personal lives come into contact with-

.
.government policies that impact on families. Can you identify .

apedific policies that are harmful to families, that are dis-,
ruptive to family stability or make it more'diftleault for families
to function? These policies may deal with far re ching programs
such as welfare or.health.insurance, or they may be less visible,
less massive but equally important policfes regarding part tioe
employment, transfer policies or subsidized adoption, foster.'`-...
care, etc.

.

Are there policies which are proven effective in enhancing
family life? These, too, we should know about ,so tl-iey can be . ..

maintained, increased or improved if necessary, And replicated
if appropriate, ,

.
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I am glad you are looking npt only at federal policies but
at 'State and local policies as well. For certainly in-the subject
area of families, there are many important issues in which the
federal government does not have a major role to play', but where
the.state and local policies are far more ildiportant, or have at

, least.equal roles to play. A further consideration in looking
el.t family Policy-is to identify what it is we don't know--to
determine areas in need Of additional research.

ito final decisions have been made about which issues the
Conference will focus on, or about the' timetable of activities:
and Conference Clients. ilierefore, yodr suggestions Okould be
welcome and timely.-

I had hoped when I acceppcd this invitation to.speak that
wuld have some of this inforMation pektaining to guidelines .

for the states participation in the-White House Conference.
Because we are still waiting for the'announcement of the new
chairperson, executive.directOr, and national advisory committee
that iS not possible. But I- would like to take advantage of my

being here.to hear some`pf your ideas' about the Conference:.

, ; -White House Conferences are notlww to most of yoU. Some

of you undoubtedly4ave'been involved in previous White House,
ConferenFes.on Children and YOuth,.Aging or Handicapped. Whaa,

-suggestions do you have from these expe4ences? How can,the

.White House.Conference on Families be best used' to benefitybut
clients or your families ..and your.c.ommunities?

4

.

I'd vb./7 much like to-Qar your thoughts and_exchange

Thank you Ibr inviting me.to speak here :today.

Ato
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Currents of progress, swirling across the economIc
,

andAsocial face of the world, today,

are bringing a different tone and tempo toour
times. '

These "Wiinds,of Change,"'bOne on the wings of
technology and an explosion. of knowledg6,,increase
-out ability

8 to produce an abundancd of material goods,

,.9

to raise our standards of living,
10 and to alter,our environment.

11 But, the price of progress is high.. Individuals
and institutions,often Tust bend and klend to
get continued support from soci.ety,

dishes12 Nowhere has the stress created by change been
more evident than in the American family--a.bas c
component of our social structure.

13 In eke past, the familY's role was defined by
traditional standards.,

14 supported by stable c unities that,remained
relatively unchanged rom one generation to
.the next.

,

15 Home was not ,only a shelter but also a refuge;
16 A center for social, religious, and vocational

learning
17 and a place to draw on the support, wisdom,

and concern of others. r,

.-2-
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The resOnsibilities of family members were
also,neatly catalóged--.
man was to proVide,
woman to, rarture ,

I

k
and children to learn from their adult models.

22 Sometimes the family included grandparents and,
other relatives, living in close proximity, whb
helped reivforce the yalues of honesty, thrift,
and rugged individualism.
_

23 "But the winds of'change have produced a *new art
of complex social and economic tonditions...

24 Today's.famill4es. are trying to meet new
and recognize new lifestyles.

25 In many rural areas, these changes-come
evqlution than revolution as'traditions
qufetly to the pressures of progress,'

needs

Acmt by
yield

26

27

, 4

Many times, we Seem
for gravted.

Today, the time has
where we are, where
can_ get there .

to hive taken the family

. I

come for us to talk' about
we want to go, andJlow we

.28 First ; we thustrecbgnize th4 the -traditional
"nuclear" fathily-- ,

29 a bread.-winning father, lomemaking mother,, and'
sheltered phildren--is no longer a typical life-

style.

30 Nationally, only one American faMily in eight
now fits this -nuclear pattern.

31 About one-fourth of our homes consist difmarried
adults living in a childless 'or post aiId-rearing
environment. Many of our young adult couples Are
purposefully non-parents, partially because they,
believe parenting ts not worth the effort.

32 Children Still are an impOrtant part of another
type of family whe e both parents'are 'bread-

winneirs.

title: nuclear 13%

shi1d-free
23%

title) dual 16%

title:

title:

single
parent 16%

single adulC
21%

33 Anci children often become the central focus in
those families maintaihedi by a single parent.

34 Another one.-fifth of oUr households are handled
by older single adults--persons whip arvidowed,
separated, or divorced.

./



title:
extended family 67

title:
experimental 47,,

collage-of family
types

\

-"beehive cubi6les

,puzzle collage

six faces

- women wAlking

oid-fashioned stove

at iypewriter
grocery check-out

. at office desk
ftard hat,
singer
lab scene
at podium

35 'This tends to-reduce the nuMber of "extended"
families, once-considered prevalent across
the 'nation that include live-in,grandparents.
and Other older 'relative6.:-"

36- Experimentallamiliet:of unmarried aclults and
groupg, frequently featured in the media, Also
account, for a small percent of our households;

37, Thi8 variety.of lifestyles today'showscthaWit *d
nO on er possible to generalize about the
EFp ca amilybecause one simply 'does not
exist.

Each lifestyle has its own, unique'set of.
`characteristics, and eich,must meet the
existing social pressures. Id it-even Possible,
to define the family today? A definition from -

the ,American Home Eccinomics Association-states....
."The family is a unit of tWo or more persons who
-share resources, share responsibility for deciSions
share values and goals and have commitment to
one another over time. The fomily:istha'
climate-that.one "comes home to" and it is this
,network of sharing and coMmitments that most
accurately describeS..the kamily unit, regard-
less of blood, legal ties, adoption or
marriage."

39 It is impossible to neatly classify all of the
interlocking forces that have impact 'on today's.
families

40 liut.a quick locket some.trencOmay be a.
starting-point for a thoughtful focus on'the
family, .

41 One such trend, having,a major, impact on the
American faMily, is the rapid mOvemene of women
into'the work force during the past two decades.

42 The hand that once baked the bread, kept, the
house, and rocked the'cradle--

43 now also punches the typewriter, '

44 sells consumer goods,
45 makes administrative deCisions,
46 works in construction,
47, entertains,
48 does research,
49 and shares ideas.



home ec class - 5(1

individuals collage 51
multi-flash exercise-- ,52

at podium

women wi...th child

secrptary

woman at computer,
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Education,
emphasit on individual rights,
and freedom to achievv have all contributed to
broadening opportunities_for women.

53 Now, 48 percent of all adult women are a part
of the working world.

54. This includes both women who must work to
support their single parent households and--

55 wive& who seek 'careers outside the home to boost
family buying power, 0

56 use their special talents, and achieve self-
satisfaction. Paul C. Glick,- senior-demographer
with'the U.S. Census"Bureau, suggests that post-
ponement of marriage, lower birth,rates and sxeatex
'numbers of working.wives have had a beneficial
effect on family life.,

black 'couple at
table

flawing hair

female, talk session

couple talking'

man W/baby at stove
_stereo, equipment
mother spanking
office-conference .

father babysitting

According to Glick, delaying,marriage'in-
creases the chances "that a rational choice-Of
marriage partner will be made at a mOres\-mature
age," apd a delay in-childbirth is a factor
associatedwit5 feler children and fellex un--
wanted.children.

Glick suggests that a drop in family size giVes
parents-more time tb devote to each child.
For many Oorking mothers the time spent with
their children is'ibne of the most pleasurable
and "looked-forward-to" parts of their day:

57 Movement from the home into careers is related
s to another trend,-'the contfnuing search for new

role definitionSf,hy both mon and women.
,

58, A1.1 are freer to search for new feeling's,
emotions, and sensitivity.

59 It means exploring the ways they think and act.

60 Obviously men and womenimust cooperate in working
,out the role adjustments needed

61 to handle household chores,
62 make family financial decisions,
63 discipline the'children,
64 .cope with direct competitidn on the job,
65' and modify previous role expectatkons.



reading on playground

-
opening door

inside center,
playground scenc.
black grandmother &
baby,

girt a blackboard

boy on girder

girl on bicycle

looking through fence
scout group

running in park
ballet lessons

unlocking &kir

wistful.gir:1

TV and snacks

rec hall scene

4I-H campfire

group of youth

pinball machines
broken window
putting book in jacket

hippie couple

Another trend for working parents with
children is the necessity. to "share qild rearing
with outside caretakers.'

67 At the pre-school age, cktild'care may be
provided

68 at,in-home nurseries
69 at day cere centers,
70 o'r by'avallable relatives.

4P,

71 For, blder.childrefi.the elementary.school
r.

72 .Still there are often many hours
youngsters

'73 are, unsupervised and imks,...t "ahift

when these

for themselves."

.74 Some lOok.to the community in search of peoplp,..
75, they join groups like 's9outs, And chursh,

youth,
.

76 go to the'parks andaibraries;
77 and take "culture" lessons,

78 'Par too many become latch-key children, who let
themselves into an.empty;. sitent'llouse

,79 which offers little consola'tion for one who nee0s
the company of another withwhom to'share the
day's activities.

80 Only TV b eaks the silence, and snack foods
fill theémpty

9
81, If lonely youth must have companionship; they

,.often turn to their peers.

82 This may provide wholesome experiences and
activities,

83 or,the.youph may drift into delinquent behavior,'
spch as

84 ,truancy,
vandalism,
or.shoplifting

85
86

87 When the neglected.children reach teenage they, '

may rebel against any remaining family authority.
.0-

,



'girl alone in diner
youth. hitchhiking
group ae,tting'
picket din
boy drinking
heroin needle_
tou.ple hugging'
'street fighting

p1antng flowers

couple At beach

n .red dress

haul s in hair

pregnant

clipping on abortion

b6.c and mother

'baby and mother

hand on head

side view of woman

88 Th'ey may drop out of school;
59. Pxn away. fyom .hOMe ;,
90 Seek IdentIty with:A,,group;
91 ProteSt cOnstantly against the establiShment;
92 Turn to alcohol,

.

93 drugs,
s.94, or sex;

95 Became involved in -street crime and violence;
96 .Drift between "low-Taying job,S and 'unemployment.

We need to think together. about :the after-
,

school child care options we can give wofking
parent's., Paul Glick suggests that the trend in
flexible.warking hcitrs ts-lust beginning to
break, and flexi-time may well become an
established option,of,the'future.

97 Perhaps it'is-the trend toWard adolepcene'sexuaT
permissiveness that shoCks parents most.

98 Youth have learned that-.Sex offers them Eir
,special Way to get ,the.atention, affection,
and acqpptanee ''often'missing in th r families.

e

A 1975-survey showed that half of the 1.million
adolescents between the :ages of 15 and 19 had
been sexually active.

'100 As.a. spinroff of this new sexual,,freedom more
than 1.,million girls',,15 to 19 yeats, old, 'get
pregnant, eactyrear. Only one-fifth 'are-married,.

101

102

103

About one-third of-these teenage pregnancies,
are terMinated through abortion.

Few of the 606 thousand live babies from
teenage pregnancies Are given up for adoption.

SO' growing numbers of unwed mothers ark' trying'to'
paintain a single-parent family. At.best, they
are ill-equipped to Assume this responsibility.

104 'Divorce is an6ther trend that is growing faster
in ,the United States than anywhere else in the
world.

105 The divorce rate has doubled in the.last decade.
Ote-fthird of recent first marriages may end'in
divorce.



fi hting couple 106

fighting couple 107

bad woman 108

mother talking
to child

walking down road.

-' baby crying

appliance department

Ahoe department

_

,fisheye of center

lingerie window

used car lot

moving van

"dangers" of stress

Two major factors are apparent. First, many,
.paople fail to,handle what is expected of tOEh
marriage and the nuclear familY.

Second, divorces are simply easierto get these
days. If the marriage is clearly not working,
the unhappy couple splits.

Not all,aspects of divorce are negative, but it
often creates a disruptive, and ewition-draining
PerSonal crisis, as well ',as:many single-parent

--families. The good'news ie that after a decade
of divorce rates doubling, the rates have
leV'elled,off in thel,ast 2 Years.

109 Women'are most often the b4read-winners in
families of divorce,

110 Many single caretaker mothers cannot find
adeouate eMPloyment to make financial :ends;;Meet,
so they 'freouettly must go to,social service
agenCips for help. ,

111 Even ihose women who can find work may hdve few
emotional resources left at.the end of the day

) to nurture,-1.ove, andlaugh with ,gheir children.

112 Beyon&the changes in.
, form and'structUre, famillea-

must,alsO cope with many new econbmic and
,environmental Concerns..- the events at Three,:
Mlie Island-are fresh in our Minds,.

113 Vor moSt Americans the impact of rising costs and_
inflation on family finances is a pressing
concern.

A.

114 The confUsing array of consumer goods complicates
the process of making.the right decisions while
making ends meet.

115 Yet advertising and tHe mass media lead us=to
believe that the "good life" depends on possession
of more and more things.

116 AS &result, many people labor under the yoke of
installment payments, ignore the need for savings,

117 an4 move often in search of better-paying jobs.

118 'The'presrsures of moderndiving are also reflected
by alarming,signs of physical and mental str-ess.
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119 Cardiovascular diseises--heart attack, stroke,
high blood pressure, and hypertensibh--are
bccoming more,,familiar to ui all.

,120 Indications are gkat these health problems are
closely related eg improper diet and lack of
exercise.

1.21 There are also special concerns about the
healh, housing, and care fcir'the 10 pe'rcent-
of our population that is now aged 65 years cm
older.

122 Living space for everyone is becoming a problem
because of inueasing'coste. for, energy, building
materials, and home furnishings.

123 In light of all qiese changes, current family
lifestyles require 'new ways of looking at
individual needs.

124 We can no longer expect families to make the
adjustments alone..

1,105 AS a society we ne to think a:bout providing:
rn --Someone to talk
12.7 --Somepne to care
128 --More care for kids
129 --Re-definition of roles and relationships

130 In short, our new families require:
131' --new understanding
132 --neW support
133 --new ways to.cope.

134 This Delaware Family Forum is_ a vehicle for us
to put a new focus on the families in ogr own
communities.

135 Lees start today ,by sharing our concerns.

136 Stand up!

137 .SpeSk ()Zit!

138-

139 We're 'listening!



PUBLIC POLICY AND THE FAMILY

ary. Ann Finch: We're so glad tO haye every one of-you here. We
are most grateful fc/r the'cooperation and support you-have given
this day. Your input has Aide it very Naluable.

We!re most pleased to'have with sus this afternoon Richard
deLone% As you can see,from your programs, Richard is vice-
president of the CorpOration for Public and Private Nhmntures
'tn Philadelphia. He has had a very interesting career, and I
think sometimes when we're listenihg to speakers, it's nice to
know what kinds of backgrounds 'they come.from. Richard was
a reporter with the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin,, 'he also was
a special assistant fortthe superfntendent of schools for the
Philadelphia School District. He was an Alfred North Whitehead
Fellow at the Graduate School of Education at Harvard, and a ,

lecturer at the University,of Massachusetts. He has been
assistant commissioner for education in Charge of'training for
the City. of New York, where he worked in drug addiction. He
has also been the associate director of the Carnegie Council
on Children. He has received a FOrd Foundation grant for a
publication he is writing on the third sector.' He has his A.B.
in English from Harvard, his M.A. from the University of
California-at Berkeley and his doctoral wotk is at Ole . b

University of Massachusetts at Amherst. Mx. Richaid deLone....

Richard deLone: Thank you very Tuch Mary Ann. I am honored to be
here and have'this chance to talk to you, not only becauseit is
nice to be invited to this important event, but because it is
sponsored ultimately by the Natfonal Endowment for the Humanities.
I,am particularly honored because about a year' ago I waS asked
to speak pn a panel in a forum-that was also funded'by,the
National Endowmentafor the Humanities. 'AbOut two, days before
this conference was to begin, the organizer called me up and
Said that he was terribly sorry but he was going.to have to
cancel me out. I asked why, and he said, "we submitted our
list of participants to the National Endowment and they said

,there are not enough humanists on the panel." So apparently
there had been a ,federal revieW somewhere and 'it was determined
atethat point that I was not a humanist. I gUess that.status
hagbeen changed. I hope I-will get a plastic card or something
to certify when I am finished.

, Since this is a humanists' event I thought some poetry might
be in order and I composed a little poem on the way down this
morning which.I think is topicgl. It both refers to items that
have been in the news recently that are the concern for us all
and it also makes some reference to the changing 'nature of ehe
-American family, about which we have heard and about which we
are talking; It goes like this:

I think I hope that I shall never see a
Truclear power plant or family.

So much for humanism.
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Tr"le topic that I have been-asked to sieak on is a nice
narrow one, Policy and the Family, and-I (know hownatrow it
iS because when I. worked with the Carnegie Council on Children
for several years we -spent, I. think, at lealtLa year and a
half trying to define what children were, Wfftspent an equal
amount of time trying-to decide what faMilies,wer,is-spon as
we retlized that childrep were, among other things,'something
that ived in families. We spent an enormous 'amount of time
trying to decide it allseriousness where you draw the'boundaries.
around a concept like family policy because in fact there is
very little that,happens in rociety that doesn't-affeet
families and children. Where, 0 yo4 draw that boundary,
whether for disctssion, tG talk about po4cy or to try to take
action? I am not sure we ever satisfactorily answered that
question. It is one that we have played with all.throughout
our life as an indepehdent st:udy commis'sion, funded by the
Carnegie COuncil, essentially representing no orle but the group
of people--some academics,,some not,, somecommission members,
some staff members-who had the iood fortune and the leisure
and the very rewarding'experien.- 'to apend alkouple of years
trying to look very hard at some f the'same kinds Of questions
hat you are looking at'here today. Some of the same .kinds of
questions that the White House Conference on Familiis will no
doubt be looking at and that many other groups,atound the country
are now looking at because there certainly is one of thege
periodic upwellings of interest in concern of the family and
what it is and Uhere it is going and what ought to be done abbut
it, if anything.

To come backo the topic, "Policy and the Family." Having
alMost despaired'at having to define policy and the family is
even harder, so I went to Websters, and there were about 17
definitions for policy in Websters but two of them seem, partic-
ularly appropriate. Definition 4a is that "policy is prudence
for wisdom in the management of public or private affairs," end
definition 5a is "that policy is a definite course of actions
selected by a government among alternatives to guide present
and future Action."

Now if you think about those two definitions, prudence or
wisdom in the management of public affiars and the definite
course of action selected by government,, you realize that they
.very rarely coincide; but that is what ue hope,,that is-what
we are looking for.

Family is harder to define, and seriously harder to
define because it is on one hand such an emotion laden and
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value-chargedwordi; and it IS funny that such a word could be a
slogan .like peace and-mOth'ethood, yet provOke such disagreement
and sUch conflict and such dispute, but it does. The difficul--
ties of 'getting ,the 'White House Conference on Families organized
and off the ground have been the testimony to that, there has
1:seelEve lot of politicking eback-and'forth, What kind of,person
shoUld be a-staff director, wilat-sort of family they should
have, what should the conferewe's terrain cover? ,

It seems to be that the questioni1Of what is a family' depends
very much on haw you approach it and how you define it and
there are a lot of different ways to do that. I would suggest .

a few:that are common and are germane to think aboutvone way or
another in,tallang about public policy.

.0ne kind of definition is the family ai a sort of idealized
normtypically the.norm that we,Inost think about is the family

_that doesn't'exiit any more and perhaps never existed as much as .

we thought it-did. The nuclear faMily with the husband-who is
the breadwinner and the wife who is the homemother,--the home
maker and the tWo children who were following their role Models.

,

It is,not clear how many families ever had their'experiende in
America characterizea that way. But that certainly has been
one kind of definition-6f Othe family, and it'hovers over much of
our thj.nking and much of the-politics and much of the policy of
people who-are Crying to do something about families in'the
public arena.

My own feeling and I think the feeling_qf many others from
Carnegie Council is -that while the family, is an ideal and is for
each-of us an important ideal, when it becomes a public ideal
it often becomes dangerous. It becomes an effort through/the ,

state to impose very often one group!s sense of what a faMily
ought to be on another group or to judge some othex group
negatively because they depart from someone's i0palized norm.

Probably no simpler or clearer example\ofj that exists than
studies that we.haVe looked at as studenti7-1 You probably know
the questions of dispositions in family court situations in
which children-get separated from parents by court decrees and
which oneg don't. One of the strongest pr6dicters of separation
tends to be how different is the family from that idealized
nuclear model that we have. That is an example of taking an
ideal,putting government behind it, and creating more often than
not; mischief.
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Another kind of thing that a family certainlf' is for me and
-I suspect for most people here is a source of meaning in my
own life. It isa source of happiness and it is also a source of
struggle. It is a refuge, it ig also a hot house; but out-of
my dealings in that family (however, I define it-- certainly
most immediately my wife and children in my case, but also
relatives and sometimes even friends are almost part of the
family). A lot of the meaning vf my every day life is tied up
in that. I think that is very important, thatfis the fartAly
as a private ideal and in my view that is something that we
want to support. We want people to be able to make meaning it
their own lives, in their awn families. Again, we don't want
policy to try to determine what that meaning, should be,or tell
people how to do it.

A very different way to look at famil3i, but a logically an8
important way is as a unit, a unit of social organization around
which services cap be organized and delivered. Many of you are
in that business., have to tark about the natural configuration,
the importance of looking at the family as a whole unit and
thinking about the f'amily as a recipient, as a little subsystem

'far the services and activities that you are engaged in.

It is also the social institution for raising children 'the
family in all of its many definitions in'pames and shapes and
forms..

111

But finally and I think perhaps Je don't pay as much-attention
to this, the family is. a social configuration in response to
changing economic and social conditions, while we all sort of
know this in the-back of our, head, I don't think'we think very
much about howrmuch the roles in the family and the nature,of
the family (and whether it is an 62ceended family or a nuclear
family or a bl.nded family or a single parent family) are in f

fact products of time and history and large social courses in
economic change. When you think about it I am not sure that we
often carry that thought through to sayiug "What then should
you do about it?", But I think that is a very important way of
thinking about it and looking at the family and to which I
will return.

In what I have to say here I am not going to try to talk
about all families or all family issues, I want to focus (because
it is where the Carnegie Council work focused and where what.
knowledge I may have comes ,to bare) on the family as a place
for raising children. To me that is a little bit the reverse of
how the Carnegie Council tended to think about it. We started
thinking about children first.,'Then we came around to saying,
well to be sure there are children without families, and serious



children's issues that are not family issues as such, and there-
are often occasions where the welfare of children and the.family
itself, or the parents at any rate could diverge (there are suph
.things as bad parents, 'there are families that shouldn't be
allowed to stay together for the sake of the childien--althOUgh
i think the burden of proof is a very'heavy one_in_these
cumstances); 140 started to think more dhd more,.thft the most
important set of issues and concerns ed have to do with
amilies and the kind of placea family is for children to
w Up. %

.Secondly, as we thought, we came more and more to, the con-
sion that while this is a time'of ohange and turmoil for all

amines in America, the greatest unfinishea business and the
greatest issue that we have to face is that the families who
have the most strain, the most stress, the most needs and are
least well served by our society, tend to lop poor families,
very often minárity families. .The economic status remains a
very central issue.. Low income families in general need to
remain a renewed and continued focus of public OoLicy irtimicable
as these times are, if you are talking about'seriously dealing
with that issue. J ft

Finally,-we have looked'at the famtty as'a unit that forws
.inresponse toLsocial and economic conditions. We have.tried
'tcy'think about policy in that perspecttve. How do.you deal Oith
those social and economid 'conditions so that families, have the
,resources.and the freed& and.the poisibility to make their'own
meaning and -make their own choices., arid make their own 1,ives
in as much as possible?

Obviousry, another question is whether or not we have a
family policy in the United States today. I think it can be ,

answered either yes c)r no--plausibly either way. It is not very
hard to argue that we don't, that we have a patchwork of programs,
we have a lot of blind spots; that if we have a policy at all,
it is a policy by default and that we often 'confuse a series of
moral homilies for what-a family policy should be. Perhaps that
is not rehlly fair, there are people who argue the other way,
that we do have a policy that is concerned primarily, though
not exclusively, with poor families, more specifically to the
casualities of paverty and of racism and of other social
pathologies in'our system. It has primarily been a policy
based on services and a full range of hunan services, most of
which are represented in-this room today. Most of us who have
worked in that system realize that it is a policy that gets us
always doing repair jobs, always wishing we could have been
there sooner, and always seeming to be a little bit too late.
Every.time we have one success,there are two more problems
rearing their heads. Most of us realize that what we are able
to do under that policy comes hard. The money is often
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niggardly, it is'not funded well. It is often not ackpinibteed
well and somehow or other when our programs don't work with
the things that we are dotng and don't so.lve ail the problems,
frequently we have a habit of turning arpund and saying, "Well,
you see, its those people who are.helpless and hopeless." It
is a pOlicy that-has been plagued by our American tendencies,
(and not a very,appealing one) to blame the victim, As William
Ryan has put it in an elegant boOk by the same title.

I want to talk a little b about what his been our policy,.
and wtlat i would call the unfinished agenda. I would rather4
talk abotit what was the focus'of work With the Carnegie Council,
which was the policy we don't have, which I will call the New
Agenda, what we began to think about.as being most tinportant
arid necesstitryto compliment anoipcomplete the policy that we
do have.

I am not going to say much then gbout the unfinished agenaa
and the issue of a whole variety of hdman service needs, partic-
ularly ehose that are very often first and foremost in talking
about family policy and childrenls policy. 1 think we all
'know in this room that that agenda is very much unfinished and
cnot done well. It is A little bit*like the story of the farmer
who was out plowing his field with a horse and the young
agricultural extension agent, fre'sh from college, Came out to
ealk to him about how he ought to go dff and take an extension
course so he could improve his methods a great deal. The
farmer scratched his head and said "Why should I go to-school.
I ain't (loin half as good already as I know how," .1 think we
know that we d,n't have to look very far for,these kinds of
examples.

.can think of wo areas where thete really is consensus and
not much controversy; It is very hard-to find someone in
America who doesn't believe there ought to be a quality educa-
tion for all children. I don't think it is very easy to find
pe,ople in America who don't believe there ought to be decent
health care available:for all children. And yet, we haven't
really provided these. Look, for.instance, at early screening
prevention protection treatment'programs. There was a study
done by the Children's Defense Fund in'1970 of ESPDT and it's
implementation. Here is a good idea that is just not being
done half as well as we know haw. Of the 13 miklion children
who'are eligible for screening under this program, which is -
targeted primarily on low income children, only 25 percent were
actually screened. . Of those who were screened, almost none
received,follow-ups.
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Of a million children,who were diagnosed'as having health
problems in.-need of some care 60 percent got no care. Wheri
Secretary Califano.proposed the Child HealthAssessment Program
as a wayto really try to improve implementation of that program,
it.has run into great difficulties in Congress because of the
economic times we live in. 'Th*ere is one very clear example of .
the unfinished agenda that ought to'be finished. '

School is another. Nobody believes that good schooling
shouldn't be avai labie, to all children. Again, y6u look at a
variety of sources and I dr.aw again.on the Children's Defense
Funds study of children suspended and excluded from schocil.
They estimate that about five percent of school-age children in
this country are not in school. That is about 2 million kids.
They estimate that another five percent are theoretically '

enrolled in,school but are absent for a quarter of'a year or
more, so one could argue whether they are getting schooling or
nqt. A number of studies suggest that we may have in this
c6untry as well, a very.serious problem of miSclassifieation of
young people (as retarded when fhey are really not; slow
learneDa when in'fact they could learn well; and of kids who
get tracked and sorted into classes which are not really
appropriate for them or Ali which they don't learn much). To
sum gp the various kinds of evidence that is around, you can
make a case, I believe, that 10 to 15,pereent of the children
ih this country who are of school age (a total of some 4 fo'6
million kids) are either not getting school or are getting
schooling that effectively prepares them for nothing. That is
another example of what the unfinished agenda is.

When all is said,,,and done and when all the problems, that you
and I know about how you really,gear up and improve and implement
those programs humanely for this very complicated society that
we have (where-the size and scale'of what we do induces so much
manmade complexity in the bureaucracies and regulation and -

management for our systems)--hard as it is to do all of that,
it is not enough.

If we are really going to have a family policy that supports
families before the fact, not after the fact, and .that maximizes
-the number of families who have that ability to make meaning
out of their Own Iife, and to choose, and to)live just in very
simple terms "a good life," we are going to eteed a new agenda-
which is ISrobably harder to develop than finishing off the ol
one. I don't come with any, panacea or cheery answers about what
can be done tomorrow. But / think that is the burden of what
we'really came to at the Carnegie Council. Over a'long period/

a

4
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of time the policy that we,have had has been inadequately
,implemented ancrinsuffiCielit. . It needs t6 be embedded in a
larger agenda, in one where all these questions that I
mentioned before (about where do you draw the line around
familY and say what is family policy, and whexe do you or I
with our limited abilityrto influence things make qua impact-of
this kind of scale) are:addressed.

.\
We do have to start thinking about the larger social and

economic forces-wig-eh-Shape- oursociety and which shape families
and children in that society. We have to think about those
,forces and structures on one hand, a94>part of doing 'that, I
would argue, isn't,a federal iss t all. We have to think
about how we. think about childre ,and families. It is an area
where we'always have to be very careful.of the assumptions that
we let slip ip. We also'have to think beyond bur formal
academic disciplines in ways that try to think about child
development and child welfare or about the meaning of the
family.

In a shorthand way of summarizing some of the problems in
thinking alrut families and children (it doesn'i really do
justice to the complexity of these issues, but I will:use it
anyway) I will suggest'that there are some myths which are very
prominent and prevalent in.parts of our culture and parts
typically of our policy debates and sometime's of our academic
discussions, and sometimes of your' w9rk and mine on a day-to-
day basis, that stand between us and the development of what I
am calling the "new agenda.'5

4410 One of those is the notion that somehaw or other the family
either is a self sufficrent unit'or if it is not then,it should
be. I think the'analysis is a§ old as John Dewey and the
progressives 60 or ,70 years ago, but we still haven't figured
out haw to'ipme to grips wiih the fact, thaf far from being self-

, sufficient, the family is increasingly the parent, particularly
in dealing with children, Is at bgst a coordinator of a whole,k

host of other service's and activities. In fact, the ability.of
most parents to reall'Y coordinate and to have any voice or
authority in trying to orchestrate'all the institutions that
intimately affect their children is very limited. It/ is limited
for me and for you. It is eyen more Limited for people who have
less advantages, less privileges, less resources, less time to
play that restricted role than it is for us. In a large ,

historical time span, we have said time and time again (either
in fancy language or scientific language, either in moral
language or in psychological language) that the reason the poor
are not self-sufficient is because they are-somehow deficient.
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.A fairly recent historical example would be the prevalent
notion in the late 60's that there 'was something pathological
about the black family, that_it 'was an unstable family unit
tO s9me w4Y, that there was a tradition of matriarchy, which .

sactety-.7-That-was -a very poTiutar-theory
'A supported by some leading social scientists only ten years ago.

Now we are finding out that in many ways the pattern of the
female-headed household that was then characteristic of many _

black families is becoming more and more that of white
Nobody is suggesting that we have a patriarchal tradition, how-
ever. We have seen monumental historical studies like Gutman's
work, which has shown how-clearly that btack faMily was over 9-

time an enormous source.of strength, and not av6aur8e* of
pathology. We have had anthropologists look more closely at
that and say "What is a matriarchy anyway?" "Whatever it is,
this isn't it." Then we have had careful empirical studies
from people like Isabel Sawhill and Heather Ross of the Urban .

Institute. You'find out that when you look at issues like family
dissolutionbreak-up, divorce, sepArationthe main difference
in rates between blacks and whites gbts explained by differences-.
in the employment and unemployment rate by the head of the hous.p;;.
holds. All of a sudden we "have to start rethinking again', what
is it that makes differences in families.' Where do those dif-
ferenqes come from? Is it because this family doesn't have the
internal stuff to make it or is it that the external situation
,forces th0 use of responses and adaptations?

Another kind of myth which .has been very central--I think in
part because.so much of our policy has been family policy,
children's policy concerned about poor people, law-income
familiesis-the mytb.of equal opportunity.. I don't mean simply
th.42 myth that says4bat we have it .in this society, but the
myth that is attached to it which is a whole theory about how you
can equalize opportanity in our society primarily by making sure
that individuals typically get the schooling, the learning and
so forth so they can take equal care of advantages.

I would _like to read you something that-comes out of some of
my own work at the Council.and is in fact the opening section
of a book that I have written for them. This briefly describes
the life situations of two hypoth6tica1 children, they are not
real kids, but the data that I have drawn on here is very real
data and covers a whole,hoSt of studies. It says this:

Jimmy is a second grader, he pays attention in school
and We enjoys it. The school records show that he is
reaaing slightly above grade level and has a slightly
better than average TQ score.

Bobby is a second grad4t.in_the school,across
,tawft;-he also pays,dettention in class, enjoys school
and his test scores are quite similar to Jimmy's.
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Nobody knows for certain what will happen to'
,these tw c? boys when they grow up but we have a
pretty good idea what the odds are. Bobby is a
safe'bet to enter college, . Mbre than four times as
likely. as Jimmy. He is good bet to complete it--
at least 12 times as likely as Jimmy. In all
probability Bobby will have at least four years more
schooling than Jimmy. He is 27 times as likely as
.Jimmy to land a job which by his late forties will
- pay an income in the top 10 of all incomes. Jimmy
has about one chance in eight of,earning a medium
income. These odds are the arithmetic of inequality
in America. They cah be calculated with the help of
a few more facts about Bobby and Jimmy. Bobby is the
son of a successful lawyer whose annual salary of
$35,000 puts him well in the top ten percent of earners
in the United States in 1976. JiMmy's father, whi)
did not complete school,works from time to time as
a messenger or a custodial assistant?. His earnings
.at right about the minimum wage put him -in the
bottom 10 percent.

I think the point *0.clear in that little vignette describing
twq kids who are, o it Were, controlled for ability and.
inVerest and Aptitude in school. When you do control for ihose
factOrs, whatt difference does social position, social origin
make? It is an enormous difference, as those odds suggest.
Tobe sure some Jimmies make it up to the top and some Bobbies
flop downtto the bottom, but basically as study after study
really establishes quite clearly,'the deck is very. much stacked.
The odds affecting intergenerational mobility and upward tobility
haven'f changed much in this country for 130 years, and there
is a lot of evidence to suggest that we very rarely come to
grips with that. We have said that we-can make these individuals
more equal. One hundred and fifty years ago we said, we will
do it.with schools. Now we say we will do it with preschool
programs, infant nutrition programs, -whatever. We .are constantly
mixing up the services that are important in themselvespre-
schools, day care, early childhood education, good nutrition--
we are mixing it up and confusing it constantly with striving
to 'cio something about the inequality bUilt into the-social
structure and fabric of our society. This has-an enormous
influence on the lives and.prospects and the likely futures of
children. It has an enormous shaping influence as well on the
day-to-day interactions and possiblities'of families and they
are all related.
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Anothei, kind of myth'is the nOtion that government and
business either should or do stay out of family matters. Now,
I'll just say briefly on that point that whether you think they
should or 'shouldn't, they can't. Because the family is such a
basic institution all sorts of governmenal decisions and all
sorts of economic chdnges and forms of economic organization do
'in fact influence and affect the family.

)

If you go tc that sort of la ge'level of macroanalysis, how
do you came out of it?, How do you come out the other end? I
am going to skip several hoops in my remarks because I realize
I am taking longer than I had planned.

k

To summarize briefly, Nhere we came out at the Carnegie
Council on Children igas that in addition to looking at the
continued'impOrtant issues of services (of how you deliver them,
how you do them well, how you do them in'a way that responds
to the changing configuration of the family), we have got to
think of family policy as being intricately bound up with full
empl,pyment, wejfare reform (which is part and parcel with tax'
reformin our view you can't separate the two very wen. We
want to put a minimum floor under every family,"that actually
redistributes income in this society., where inaome ismvery,un-
equally distribtited and has been (as the distribution has been
aonstant for at least 30 years). This conjunction 05 employment
strate4es and income redistribution stiategies, Welfare reform,
tax reform, and affirmative attion,programs certainly are the
best chance to create a society in which families do have the
kind of resources and the ability to maximize their owri choices ,

to make their.own meanings and tp lead their own lives.. I find
that it comes back, I guess, o the question of values. You
hear-arguments about what is this going to do to the economic
'growth or the GNP over and.against whateVer else, I guess at
that point finally you come down tqfrock bottom-- what you
believe is mare'important. Is it a slight increase in. GNP or
is it a slight increase in human welfare of people who are
able to lead and make their awn lives under conditions of
decency? If that is really-a trade-off, you can't have youli
cake and eat it too, then I certainly opt for the fatter and I
hope you do to. Thank you.

QUESTIONS: Did your study look at all at what.the effects of
desegregation might have on changing what you might'say,
"the pre-arranged destinies" of young children?

,
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ANSWER: Some. I think it depends on what effects you are talking
about. I honestly:myself do not believe that desegregation is
likely to do a great deal about changing economic status over
time or even school performance.

My own feeling is that the argument for deStgregation rests
in other areas--in what kind of society you have and how you .

want people to relate to each othet. That is the kind of thing
that you don't prove too well one way or the other by data.

4
I wpuld say that 'probably most studies that try to look for--

lots of people dispute this, there is a lot of argument about
this, as you know--but look for btg improvements in,schopl
performance or think that you can translate those improvements
in school performanCes in a straightforward way to gains twenty
years in the future when you are an adult, that evidence doesn't
exist.

tv.

4-
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WpRKSHOP 1

Families and Their Children
Moderator: Edgar Huffman, Executive Director.

Delaware League for Planned Parenthood

Ttends in Family Characteristics - Bonnie Springer, Consulta-
tion and Education Unit, Southern New Castle County Community
Mental Health, Division of Mental Health, DHSS

2. Single Parenting - Michelle Burroughs

1

Adolescent Parenting - Diane Smith, Family Planning Social Worker
Consultant, Division of Public Health, F4mily.Planning in Dover.

Day Care - What Kinds of Experiences is it Providing for Young
Children? Diane Nichols, Director, Newark Day Nursery.

DHF Scholar - Janet E. Kilbride, Ph.D:, Department of Individual
and Family Studies, University of Delaware

Workshop Coordinator - Bonnie Springer

Bonnie Springpr touched on various definitions of the famil
She defined the family as: (a) two or,more persons rel d
by blood living together; (b) two or more persona provi
2upport, protection and nurturing for one another.

New NiAlues, options and opportunities are available in the
family configuration,for thd nuclear, family is.no longer viewed
as the norm in family models. Of today's families:

15.9% are nuclear
18.5% mother/father with one child
6.2% female model household
.67, male moddl household

5.3% male and female relatives living with the family
2.5% unrelated persons living together

30.5% married childless couples
20.6% single person household of which 18% are 65 years

of age and under poverty level

In 1955 - 26% of wivesrwere working
1976 - 45% of wives with labor force

also by 1976 - 10 million dhildren were living with°one,parent.
Broken down to usable statistics, it comes to one out of every
six children in this sort of family.

Retired couples more than doubled between 1955 and 1976.

Singe Parenting
Michelle Burroughs is a single.parent living on.welfare and
partly supplementing her incomewith a job. She has no st
benefits and if she is off froM work one day due to illness,
she loses $15.00. Ms. Burroughs is involved with the Head
Start and Big Brothers Programs.
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As a single parent,"Ms. Burroughs sees one of her major
problems as. finding decent housing. With an income of only
$440.00 a month, the housing selection is extremely limited.
Also family size and living on welfare often carve as
barriers as landlords are reluctant to rent to people in
'these sii.uations.

The three'to four month's waiting list for Big Brothers
and availability of day care'also are ,of concern to this
single parent. Finally, her present job is soon terminating,
leaving her with little security for the future.

Day Care,
Diane Nichols' presentation touched on'the various types of
day care, the concerns involved, and factors to be considexed
by the parents wken selecting day care. Day pare Can be
classified in two types: home care or day care center. Home
care usually involvvs.no more than 12 children while aay care
centers are usually much larger. The programs vary according
to the resources available. The day care may be as little as
providing eating and sleeping facilities with no.autside
stimulation or it may include a well planned program with
numerous activities for the children to participate in.
Ms. Nichols viewed the'major concerns involved in day care as:

1. safety
2. entertainment
it type of care - infants to elementary

One-third to one-half of the day care facilitie are licensed
with the State Director.'Tbr law income children, 2Mof day
care is provided by the State and,75% comes from Fede 1

resources.

When selecting a day care facility,tthe follawing factors
should be considered:

1. cost
2. accessibility - closeness to home, wek, etc.
3. program offered - adult ratio per child, activities

for child
*Often this is the least considered factor by parents
who must work and must have day care9
rich oral language - environment should be geared to

enriching child's oral language
development.

staff - the 4,,taff is a leading indicator of the T,laiity
of the program
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Adolescent,Parenting-
Diane Smith reporteethat

teen.marriages have a high rate of failure. Three out of five
teens who marry often end up divorced, especially if the
marriage started with a pregnancy.

Teen pregnancy is the number one cause of high school dropouts,
The'pregnancy usually results from ignorance, although 60% of

. the teens who end up pregnant do indeed want to be pregnant.
Twenty-two percent of the teens who-become pregnant, become a
parent'before becoming an adult.

The DAPI program helps pregnant teenagers o continé their
---.,education and give them additional edutation on child care.
, Unfortunately, social and financial problems still extst for

these teens. They must depend on State and their family.for
suriport, and often the family causes the greatest amount of
.stress for the teen.

Janet E. Kilbride, the DHP Scholar identified some of the
major problems inVolving families and their children today.

1. Changing values cause confusion for the parents and
children.

2. The system iP punishing the children via regulations.

3. The indirect effect of the system canipe harmful to
children.

4. The system is set up to function for the white middle
cAlass

I ,

5. People should seek support systems to help.

Comments from the Audience
- Day care should consider the child as an individual: all
children have the same rights.

- What good is a good day care program if the fami ip not
being helped? Family supportive guidance is nee4ed to
improve the overall environment for the child.

- Consistency is' needed in a good day care program. Also' .

the quality of the' staff is important.

Diane Nichols' response to this comment:

Ms. Nichols agreed that quality of the staff is.very
important. The staff should be selected on the basis of
ability. Children and Youth Services are concerned with
licensing homes and providing'skilled personnel for staffing
day care centers. She also,pointed out the importance, of
maintaining a specific staff - child ratio for quality care.
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Comments Continued
How can families become involved?

Bonnie Springer responded:

The parent programs in New Castle County should be
physically more readily available and therefore, could
be more supportive. The i&a of flexi-time, where parents

. have free hours to meet during work days before they aril
'exhausted, needs to be further explored..

Parents need to be able to relate to each other (programs--
meetings--are too much for tired working parents) .

- Problem of dealing with guilt of working mothers.

Diane Nichols' response to this comment:

Parents have ne ds and are people also. The parents who
fulfill themselves individually are better parents.

4.

,
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WORKSHOP\2,,

The Effects of Government and the Economy on Families
Moderator: Bebe Coker, Community Services Office

Union Baptist Church, Wflmington

Living With Inflation in the Middle Class - Bebe Coker

Living With Inflation on Public Assistance - Celeste Peters,
Paralegal for Community Legal Aid and Chris Berry, Paralegal-
for Comdunity Legal Aid-Food Law Program and Members of the
Public Assistance Task Force.'

3. Subsidizing the Middle Class - Jerold Gold, Finance Director
for the City of Wilmington

DHF Scholar: Carl W. Nelson, Ph.D., Department of Political
Science, Temple University.

Celeste Peters and Chris Berry, both paralegals for Community Legal
Aid and meAers of the PdbIic Assistance Task Force, discussed
the.financial needs of the poor. Several case studies were
pre ented. General assistance for one person was $50.00 a
mop with no medical assistance and maybe food stamps. Fifty-
sei dollars a month was stated to be possible in a special
pr am. The maximurkgrant was reported as $189.40 a monthAfor SSI.
Enormous variables ard included in the stipends. Families
needing assistance were urged to call the Community Legal Aid
for advice and assistance:

One case study was diw_ussed in depth during the workshop.
A middle clads family war'suddenly in need of financial help
because of very limited resources. They applied to the DSS
(Department of Social Services) who asked for verification and
in turn referre4 the faMily to a food closet. The family.was
required to skgn a document that allowed no financial assistance
to be accepted from the husband, who had deserted his family.
It was pointed out that the system provokes confessing as well
as encouraging dishonesty.

Assistance that was available from Community Legal Aid
included.ways of identifying problems, discovering liason,
twesearching ineligibility and monitoring.

The AFDC (Aid to Families with Dependent Children) Standard_
of Need for Welfare in Delaware is.based on figures for what it
would cost a family to survive (in terms of basic food and
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housing expenses) in 1968. Since inflation has at least .

doubled expenses since that,time, families on AFDC find itil
impossible to meet fixed exitenses.

Celeste and Chris acknowledged how diffidult it is to
satisfy the regulations demanded by the system and at the
same time maintain the dignity ofathe client.

Bebe Coker highlighted the difficulties middld class people en-
+counter in trying to maintain their standard of living in the'
face of inflation--including costs for energy.and transports-
tiOn and the inflation cif professional fees. Middle income
families are finding themselveh.losing houSing mobilfty while
at the same time battling increasingly expenstve maihtenance
expenses.

Jerold Gold discugsed the City of Wilmington's low interest city
home mortgages. Wilmington sponsored a revenue bond issue
for 8-1/2 percent mortgage financing for families with incomes'
under $30,000. The promam is operated through a number of
lending instiEutions in Wilmington with enough.funding to
last approximately-through December, 1979.

Mayor McLaughlin' outlines the objectives of the low interest
city home mortgages to include: (1) helping to cut the cost
Of home ownership in Wilmington for qualified families, (2)
stimulating the revitalization of City neighborhoods by en-
couraging new construction and the rehabilitation of vacant
properties, and (3) expanding the City's tax base. The program
does not involve the expenditure of any city, state or federal
tax monies. The program funds were received from private in-
véstors who purchased tax-exempt revenue bonds. The bondholders
will be paid back comple'tely through mortgage payments and other
fu s generated by the program.

44,,

Carl Nelson suggested that znyapeople simultaneously hold a general
4 dfsdain for "big governmeht" and "the bureaucracy" while at the

same time displaying a reluctance to see program cuts in areas
that affect them or their families--programs such as the G.I.
lbill, tax credits for homeowners, programs for senipr citizens,
etc

It pears that the effects of the worldwide adjustment of
energy Costs will continue to have d- long-term inflationary
impact on the American economy. The movement of lower-
skill-level jobs to cheaper labor markets in foi-eign coun-

,tries and the increasing difficulty'in raising productivity
as dramatically as in the past will tend to decrease spendable

4

+N++
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4P
income in the future. It is possible that the governmental
responses tp changes in the economic ,conditions are likely to
be adaptive responses-ta the economic_pressxres rather than
any major efforts to restructure our economic system.

Nelson,suggested that.it is also unlikely that the
dominant attitudes against continued governmental interveit-
tion will change. Is it possible that in the long-term
perspectivq, it will lie the family unit that continues to make ,
the most dramatic adaptive changes, while the larger, established
organizational systems slowly and more gradually accommodate.
Is it fair to the family to expect this relatively small unit
to take the brunt of the economic,storm? If it is true that the
familY unit of the future will have diversity and ,

hemrogenity without benefit of clearly d fined roles and family
functions, it may well be that uncertainty will hei-hten, the stressesthat the family will bear. What might we do to max .aze positive
adaptations to the economic situation at all levels?

-

How has the inflation experience been similar for those in
the'middle and loWer class? How has it been most markedly
different? What can wp in the middle class learn from those
in programs like AFDC that will help us better 4eope with
future scarcities?
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WORKSHOP. 3

Aging Persons In The Family
24Wderatthr: Gay Etterline

-Continuing Education
University of Delaware,4Dover

Housing --4(ichard2C. Stazefty, Executive Director,
Ingleside, Retirement Apartments in Wilmington.

The Transition from Married to Single -- Madaline Buchanan'
of Dover.

Strengths Within the Family in Relation to...growing Old,
Margaret E. McGee, A.C.S.W,, Catholic Social Services

DHF Scholar: Bonny Anderson,M.S.S., Dept, of-Individual and
FamirY Studies, University of pelaw,are and the Divilion of
Aging.

Workshop Coordinator: Frank Boxwill anct Madeleine A. I.,ynch, A.C.S.W,,
Consultation and Education Unit, Southern*-----------
New Castle County Commuaity Mental Health,
Division of Mental Health, .DHSS .

,

-

Richard C. Stazesky described various housing options for the
eldeily. -The vgriety included apartments for.the elderly,
funded 'apartment projects, the extended family,$gr6up living
home (in which certain services are provided), extended caret
with medicare facilities,'foster care and state facilities.
He stressed ,the importance of both individual and family needs
in making decigsiOns relating to housing concerns of the
elderly.

4;>

Madaline Buchanan discussed the transition from being married to-
widowhood. S'he emphasized the need to prepare for being alone--

. preparation is necessary not only for the emotional shock, but
also for the social and economic changes the widow will
'undergo. Ms. Buchanan's suggestions for the process of pre-
paration for widowhood included broadening one's circle of
friends and activities outside the home and building
a religiou experience to have as a central focus Co one's
life.

4Margaret McGee suggested thatj there are certain strengths within
the fa i in telation tok growing old. .She stated that growing
old affec everyone and e all must learn to deal with thd
concept-of aging. Famili&s must support the need of the
elderly for autonomy and pr vacy and be able to help them
become aware of and adapt to their,changing toles within the
family system.
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Bonnie Anderson stressed that most of the life process changes
during'ihe elderly years are losses. For example, the
kinship family is lost; control of self is ofteu loste She
also pointed out that in the United States, there are presently
two generations over 65 yeais old - those in their 60's and
their parents in theirs80's. Aloth generations need help in
supporting themselves an4 their, families.. Ills..Anderson
'Stated that the lamily provides 80 percent of the services
needed by aging persons; public, programs need only supply
the rest.

MIL



WORKSHOP 4

The Family and Law
Moderator: Elizabeth S. 'ipole

'Junior League of Wilmington, Inc.

What Laws Help..Assure the Foster Child That the State is a
Good Parent?. Mary Ball Morton, Children and Placement'
Coordinator and Second Vice-President of Junior League of
Wilmington (a.m.)
Wendy Barron, Chairman of the Committee for Researching the
External Review Systeds for Children in Foster Care for the .

Junior. League of Wilmington (p.m.)

Does the Adopted Child Lose.Its Right to State Support Because
it Obtains a Permanent.Family? Maureen M. Piper, Co-Chairman,
Delaware Coalition for Children and a foster and adoptive
paftnt

3. Do Children Have the Same Rights as Adults to Representation?-
Sandra Kaufmann, 'Esq., Corporation and
Barbara Richards, First Vice-President Elect, Junior League
of Wilmingtoni-
Legislating Behavior: Child Restpaint Systems, Representati es
from the American Academy of Pediatrics "Speak w for Childr "

campaign. Charles Minor, M.D.(a.m.) Maurice Liebesman; M. .

(p.m.) ..,

i0.

%

\
DHF Scholar: Dr. Penny Deiner, Department of Individual and Family

,Studies, Universily of Delaware

Workshop Coordinator: Elizabeth S. Poole

Wendy Barron (Junior League, Wilmington) discussed the problem of
"Fos4r Care Drift" - the case when a child moves from foster
home to foster home. She reported on a study in-depth on
foster care done by the Junior League and the legislation drafted,
which recommended the establishment Of a citizen's review board1
that would scrutinize the records of children in foster care.

Mary Ball Morton addressed the topic of "What laws help assure the
foster child that the state is a good parent?" One of her main
cbncerns was the lack of permanency for foster home children.
Ms. Morton pointed out that in 1971, an external review was set
up to review all cases of foster care children in South Carolina.
In West Virginia, the court screeno all cases in reference to
children. Ms. Morton also mentioned, that a foster care review
rsystem is being eveloped-for Delaware.

Maureen Plyer discussed the topic, "Does the adopted child lose
his right to state support because he obtains a permanent
family?" In 1971 a law had been passed that gave foster parents
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a medical and boarding subsidy to help offset the cost of care
for a handicapped child. This act was called the "Enabling
Act." The process of adoption was slowed due to a lack of
medical funding lor handicapped children who had persons who .

wanted to adopt them but could not afford the financial bgrden
of caring for 4-handicapped child.

A medical subsidy is paid to foster parents and not to,
adoptive parents. Medicaid picks up the medical bills for
a child in foster care.

Ms. Piper pointed out that in order to qualify for a medical
subsidy, the foster parents must h ve an income under $8,000.00,
which often results-in having th ersons least qualified as
parents.

A *oposal, has been pr to the joint finance committee
and the-Department of Healt and Social'Services to chhnge the
policy of financial assistance after adoption.

Ms. Piper felt that the state should try td provide better
services for natural parents and believed there was'as much
abuse in a foster home as in a natural home. One of the
problems"facing agencies is finding fdster homes for teenagers
(because very few people want the responsibilit?r of raising
an older child).

Barbara Richards discussed "Do children have the same rights as
adults to representation?" Ms. Richards feels that juveniles
should be treated differently from adults in a court .of law. -

She also pointed out that in the state of Wisconsin, the child
may attend custody cases. Children need independent repre-
sentation in custody cases. Ms. Richard s suggested that a
law guardian program be set up for children during court cases.

"sanctra.Kaufmann, Esquire, I.C.I. Corp.; concurred with Barbara
Richards and added that in Delaware not ority does the child
not have anyone to represent him/her, oftin the child is not
even permitted in court during custody cases.

Dr: Maurile Liebesman, a pediatrician,was an adVbcate of the "Speak
Up for Children Campaign." He felt tOat one of the hest things
that children can be given is:parents. Dr.-Liebesman also"
pointed out that 60 percent of the persons wha die on the
highway are children. There are more children (up to age 14)
dying on the highway than are dying from all the childhood
diseases put together. In 1972, 4 million persons were per-
manently disabled by car accidents. By 1980; 80 million Tersons,
will die in car accidents.



In 1978, Tennessee pased a ,phild passenger restraint law
which requested that any.child.under four years old must be
restrained by .Suitable restraints while traveling on the
highway.

Dr. Liebesman alit% stated that,as a physician, he is
required to report abuse casts; but when he was a resident,
he could get sued if he said anything in.reforence to child
abuse.

rk?. Charles Minor also from the Delaware Chapter of the American
AcadeMy of Pediatrics, recommended the strict enforcement of
seat belts to diminish the nuMberiOf fatalities of children
caused by auto awidents..

c The following questions were raised during the discussioft
section:

1. At what age does a policeman have the right to go into
a school and question a child without the knowledge of
the parents?

2. What are the juvenile correction homes like in Daware,
and is it true that the children who go there rarely
leave?

3. How do youget rnedical aSsistance for foster children?

4. It was stated that the law should be changed so that
corporal punishment would not be allowed in the public
schools.

Why do school buses not have seat belts? It was sug-
gested that the American Academy of Pediatrics push for
seat belts in school buses.

4
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WORKSHOP 5

.The Fami.ly and Mass Media
goderator: Ed Weslowski, President

White Clay Video, Inc.

J. Violence Sells the News - Ed WeslOwski

2 Commercials: Reversing the Stereotypes-- Dr. Florence Geis,
Department of Psychology, University of Delaware.

Advertising and the Elderly - Dr. Elliot Schreiber, Department
of Communication, University of Delaware.

DHF Scholar: Betty 3. Haslett, Ph.D., Department of Communication,
University of Delaware.

Workshop Coordinator: Chris Bayer, Senior, Department of Individual-
and Family Studies, University of Delaware. ,

Ed Weslowski opened the workshop by commenting about' viOlence in
fhe mass media. Weslowski believes the audience is "grabbed"

.by 'high action programs - police stories, traffic accidents
and fires. The average action news story is 36 seconds or less
and is usually accompanied by pictures of the action on video
tape. Often the lead story covers a fire, accident or murder.
And, although we fear -the disturbing effects that violence *has
on childTen, broadcastets are quick to pOint out that this is
what people watch.

Weslowski ended his presentation by stressing that the
'publid learn how to use the media to get varying points of
view expreSsed.

Dr. Florence Geis repotted that her research indicates that the
re'al effects of TV on children won't become evident until they
aKe.adults. Through watching the thousands of commercials
,broadcast today, children are learning that men and women,
girls and boys are not equal. The young women have been brain-
washed in terms of career choices. They select a vocation on
the basis of alternatives perceived availallge in the society in
which they grow up. Four basic assumptions made by commercials
influence the career choices, indeed the very make-up of
children today.

-They are:

1. Housework is done by women, not men.
2. Women are and want to be sex ollects for men; and

time, energy and money are spent to achieve this goal.
3: Men are the authorities in knowledge, taste and

opinions.
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1Men re more important as persons than women.
(In a mari-woman relationship, both partners accept
his needs as more important than hers.)

Four commercials were shown as they now appearon
television; the commercials were then reshown with the'
roles reversed tb illustrate the inequality created by

ethe,roles.

Dr. Elliot Schreiber discussed advertising and,rthe elderly.
Schreiber believes advertising tries to perpetuate, not
create, images of the elderly. TV delivers audienceS to the
advertisers, with the quality audience being from 18-49
year-old women.

A. C. Nielsen ,watings found people over 55 to watch 5-1/2
'hours of TV a 'day. Content analyses of advertising have shown
the elderly in a negative state. However, in a Delaware study,
50 percent of the 450 elderly questioned felt that people in
advertising are like them. Sixty percent of the elderly
viewed the commercials as usef4, with health and food product
commercials to be the most beneficial.

At a media conference in Poland - the following findings
were offered:

1. High TV viewers believe TV more.
2. Young elderly (60-65) believe TV.has more creAlibility,

more consumer information than alder elderly.'
3. Older elderly felt newspapers offered more credibility.

Schreiber cotcluded his presettatiqn.by
Mercials.today are.geared to young people.
population agb's,. advertising will also age
of commercialS.

noting that com-
However, as the
in presentation ,

Comments and questions by Dr. Beth Haslett:

1. What has been the impact of television on your'family?

a. How does television affect your lifestyle?
b. TV is a leisure time activity. As leisure time

increases, will TV watching also increase?
Is the TV set in a prominent place in your home?
Do you structure your life around favorite TV shows?
Is TV used as a babysitter?e.



1,

We have invented "family rooms" so people have a place
to watch TV. With-all of the negative aspects of TV effect,
we need to also recognize that more information is more
readily available than at any other point inchistory. Some
are concerned about information overload. In the end, we
have to take responsibility for what we watch on television.

-4 People seem to watch around 27 hours of television per
week irrespective of income or 'education level. It is
impossible to generalize about TV watching behavior, because
people watch it in many different ways',(total concentration
'vs. background "noise") for many different reasons.

2.. Vitt are some 'of the social effects of television?

t

a. Social regtilarity. TV gives us a windaw on how other
people live and think.
Status conferral. TV creates heroes for our country.
Agenda 'setting. People watchYl4V to learn about
issues and topics fdr discussion.
Narcotization. This may prevent you from-acting
on certain things because 'being informed" becomes
a substitute for action.

e. Environmental surveillance. TV gives us much needed
news, such as information about the Three Mile
Islan4 accident and other critical events.

How realis.tically is life portrayed by television?
4Pa. Soap operas may be the most realistic shows on

television. TV gives us an illusion of being in
a heavily populated world.

What effect do television commercials(haVe on child growth
and development?

a. By the age of 12 children begin to distrust,com-
mercials.

b. Children are vulnerable watchers, and they need
supervision pf what they are exposed to via TV.

5. What would your life be like with PO TV?

General questions and Comments

1. What will life be like when and if home video recorders
become much less expensive? When you are not a capttve
of seeing TV shows in a specific time slot, will you
become more selective about the material you view?

b.
C.
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TV is a mass sales yerson. You can try to influence what
is broadcast by writing to the stations.

How can we get more li(Ultural, educational events on
TV?

TV is big business. When it is commercially profit-
able to run cultural and educational programs, they will
be run.

4. What is the recent legislation relating toliglevision?

The freedom of communications act is being rewritcen.
Hearings are currently in progress on whether commercials
should be banned or severely controlled in children's
programmingi. Write your Congressman, .the medial and
the FCC about your views.



-
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WORKSHOP 6

The Family'and Religion
Moderator: Rev. Jack McKelvey

Holy Trinity (01d Swedes) Church, Wilmillgton

The Impact of "Folk Religion" vs, Institutional Religion op
the Family, Rev. Jack Little, Director, Tressler Cnter for
Human Growth.

2. ,Separation of Church and State: Haw Involved Should the Church
be in Matters of Public Policy? Msgr. Thomas J. Reese,,
Secretary, Department of Social Concerns, Catholic Diocese of
Wilmingt9n.

DHF Humanitarian and Workshop Coordinator: Thomas R. Jewett,
Director, Family life Bureau, 1300 14orth Broom Streei,
Wilmington

Jack Little suggested that "FOlk Religion" was n more powerful
in our society than institutional religioif. He defined folk
religion as compatible with our American value-syste
generalfy what is "right" and "proper" and "consisten t4th
God's purposes." One of the strong themes in folk reli ion
is the absence of a sense of judgment.

. In contrast, institu-
tional religion is a ;eflection of the values of that parti-
cular church or synhgogue.

Jack McKelvey: Why hasn't the hurch spoken to new family life-
seyl.es? Two ansers were roposed: (1) Because churche's'
professional personnel are limited and (2) because psycholog-

ically
it takes 10-20 years to put what we know into practice

Tom Jewett stated that the institutional churches--all of them--
. are having a hard time getting rid of the traditional stereo-
type,,of the famil4. How can churches be responsive to the
needs of single parent families, two-parent working families,
hoTosexual families? Since one family in four moves every
year, what does this mean for the church in terms of supporting
the family and its relationship to the community?

Tom Jewett stated that the Catholic church has had a success-
ful program for widows and widowers, but the program.for people
who Are 'separated or divorced_has not been as successful.

Alf



Msgr. Reese said that.historically there was 4 pragmatic reason for
' the First Amendment, prohibiting "an establishment of religion,

or prohibiting the free experience thereof." Initially, a
number of the colonies had established religions. Jeffersons
proposed "wall of separation" between Church and state was
later construed to mean not simply avoiding, favoring one
religion over another but holding religion as such at arms
length.

Perhaps the major church-state issue is to what extent the
church may attempt to influence public soctal policy. It is
generally considered that individual church members; following
the dictates of their conscience, may act as they glease.
However, there are efforts to limit the direct involvement of
the official church. The IRS limits churches to using no more
tfian five percent of thetr resources for lobbying and other
socio-political activities, under pain of losing their tax
exempt status. Legislation has been proposed to liberali2e
'this requirement. However, some of the churches have opposed
these efforts because they view it as an attempt by the
government to define religion, which itself iS a violation of
the principle of separation of church and 4tate.
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WORKSHOP 7

Medical and Social Services:t Their IllIpact on the Famill.
, Moderator: RobertM. Weaver, ,Director

Family,,Service of Northern 6elaware, Inc. dr

Family Violence: Support for its Victims and Offenders.
Lou Beccaria, Program Director, Child., Inc.V
Funding That Fractures. °Mae Hightower Vandamm, Executive
Director, Delaware Curative Workshop, Inc.

What Medical and Social Services do Citizens Have a Right
to Expect? A. Roke Liebeman, Retired Assistant Director,
Division--of Social Services.

Human Services and Fiscal Responsibility. David Person,Planner, Division of State Service Centers.

DHF Scholar: Sulanne K, Steinmetz, Ph.D., Department of Individual
and Family Studies, University of Delaware.

Workshop Coordinator: George Meldrum., Consultation and Education
Unit, Southern New Castle County Mental Health,
Division of Mental Health, DHSS.

Lou Beccaria defined public policy in relation to family
violence as dealing with problems of human need and deprivation.
He stressed the need to be Aware of all aspects of funding,
legislative, and organizational structures in advd"cating public
policy for family violence. He also pointed out that although
Delaware law has succeeded in identifying the problems of
child'abuse, it has been ineffective'in dealing with the
concepts of treatment within the family and prevention.

Mae Hightower Vandamm discussed the issue of social service funding
that frictures the family. The three broad problems in this
area include (1) artificial political boundaries, (2) categoriza-
tion of funds, and (3) broad intent of legislation with failure
to follow through with adequate.funding. Ms. Vandamm described
specific instances including welfare funding procedures, the
Medicare Act, vocational rehabilitation legislation and .

developmental digablity, all of which illustrate the problemsoutlined.



A. Roke Liebeman stateld that as a result of the Social Security
Acts, all individuals have the right to expectlquality medical
care readily available at a ieasonable cost. Presently the
service system is so complex and fragmented that it isdif-
ficult for the individual to understand the program to know
for wl-iich program one is eligible and where to go for that
program. He raised Aeveral important issues including the
following: ,(1) Do we have adequate medical care? (2) Do
we have adequate social s rvices that are readily available?
and (3) Do we have adequa physicians? He also emphasized
the need for simplificatio of federal programs.

Dave Pewn, substituting for C rles Debnam, discussed the
fisdal responsibilities of h n services. He stated that
human services have always be n costly, however, s
government involvement, the c st Problem has become mo
visible. Fiscal responsibilit 1 es with the legisl. to
determine program budgets and r dministrators to ut.
Mr. Person pointed out that the fe eral government i ences
state programs through'federal fun ing procedures. During the
past budget cycle, administrators i the Department of Health
eand Social Services utilized the me hod of Zero-Based-Budgeting.
This method identifies the cost of different service levels in
descending order. ,It is then the decision of the legislators
as to which level is to be funded.

Dr. Suzanne K. Steinmetz stressed that we must examine attitudes
and values underlying our decisions concerning medical and
social services. There are several issues involved in the
deliVery of medical services, including (1) How much govern.
ment involvement is necessary? (2) Does everyone deserve giood
health, or must we work for it, and (3),4edical technology
has outgrown our values system of "the family must provide."
(Medical technology can extend the life of the elderly beyond
productive years.) Dr. Steinmetz proposed that until the

. middle class exerts pressure for adequate medical and social
services for all (as is the case in education), we will not
receive adequate funding to meet the needs for these services.

One of the problems brought up in group discussion was the
observation that members of the middle class are not eligible
for services until disaster strikes, At the same time, due
to rising inflation, more and more middle class families are
needing the services.
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WORKSHOP 8

The Family and Work
Moderator: Sue Schaefer

New Castle County Home Economist
Delaware Cooperative Extension Service

Flexitime and-Part-time Options for Working Parents;
Nettie Green, Governor's Commispion on the S,tatus of Women,
Georgetown.

2. ,Part-tim-e from a Parent's Perspective. Kathfkuennan,
Ipirector. of Mental. Health Association ih Sussex4Cdtnty.

Female Discrimi tion in Job Classific-ation and Salary:
Its IMpact on t -Family. Dot Tyrawski, Extension Homemakers

4 Club, Newark.
1.

DHF' Scholar: Sarah S. Van Camp, Ed.D., DepartMent of Individual
and Family Studies, 'University of Delaware.,

4

Wd5kshop Coor5iinator: Sue Schaefer

40'
Nettie Geen described the various flexitime and part-time options

for, working parents. Flexitime was defined'as working full-
time hours with a flexible schedule based on the individual's
time schedule for family and other needs. Generally', there is
a core time when all employees,must be present; while arrival
and departure times may vary within a given time range. Ms.
Green also described job-sharing and other part-time options
and stressed that most part-time positions are found at the
blue'collar level in.custodial and secretarial serVices.

These working variations have been shown to increase
morale, productivity; office coverage; and to decrease tardi-
ness. There are costs, however: fringe benefits, supervision,
and bookkeeping are made more difficult, especially in part-

and job sharing situations.

410

Kathy Kuennan stated that for 'the lirent, there are both positive
and negative aspects to workirig part-time." Some positive points
are:that there is more time to spend wZth the family than
with a rfull-time job, the transAtion to full-time work is
easier than if unemployed, scheduling can-be very flexible,
and mothers are able to develop outside activitie6. The
negative aspects Ms. Kuennan pointed out included the fact
that fringe benefits are less than-1f working full-time.
The wife's part-time position has lAps status than her husband's
job, and much self-discipline is required if one sets one's,
awn hours.
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Dot Tyrawski discussed-female discrimination.in job claskfication
and salazy. .She stated that older, more experienced women
were often discriminated against because female attractiveness
and age ire often criteria for employee selection. Another
problem is that jobs labeled "typisally female" consisting of
homemaking or "mothering" skills have the lowest pay and
status ratings. -Although many women are forced into the
economy because of the high 'cost of living, men.are,still
considered the "breadwinner." M's. Tyrawski'stressed that
today, role'changes in terms 9f working women.and "bread-
winners" must be dealt with froM within the family.

D . Sarah Van Camp emphasized that the family today is in transi-
tion with, women now a major part-of the workforce. Historically
most women have always worked in fields, factories, homes,
etc. She also raised sev,eral.issues including the following:
(I) Are quality day care centers giving alternatives for
family development? -(2) Do males feel discriminated against
in job advancement because of affirmative action and (3) Is
the fact that monetary value is not placed on child raising
a motivation for women to seek employment? Dr. Van Camp
stressed that despite the high divorce rate today., the fact
that women are training for and seeking employment to help
provide for their 'families indicates-that the family (in some
form) may bet stronger than ever.,

aaaro



Informal discussion groups met at'lUnch to pursue a topic,
of interest related to the day's focus on public policy and;#1e
family. The content of the discussions was unrecorded,4but, the
discussion group leaders are listed below:

Marjorie Vat Gulick, Coordinator .

The Developmental Centerl:Delaware Curative. Workdhop
and Project IntensiVe Habl,litation Training, Project'Director.

Dorothy Onn; Director
'Family Life Education
Family.Services of Northern Delaware

Edith Beckett, Child Care Administrator
Sussex County,Community Actibn

Joe Cobb, Principal, Pylaski Elementary School
and Parent Early Education Center, Director

Carol King, Resource Coordinator
Children and Youth Services
Division of SoCial Services

Dorothy Talbert, beputy Director
Adult and Special Services
Division of Social Services

Richard Pryor, A.C.S.W., Executive Director
,Catholic Social ices

Gay Enterlite
Divisionlof gontinuing Education
University of Del4ware

Dr. Julie Boozer, Director Of Nursing
Wesley:College

Dr. *,T,Pk1 ;4i:N.v, Social Services AdmiAistratv
Divis 'Aging

Wra Worthen, SObcial Assistant for
Educ4tion to Governor duPont

-
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'Small Group FOi-Ums.

4

Partici:Pants at the Family Forum had an opportunity to voice
their major concerns for Delaware families in small group forums.
Some people also chose to offer possible solutions for the prob-
lems they highlighted.

The purpose oE the small group forums was not to provide
exhaustive, detailed'solutions to the probIems Delaware families
are facing, but rather to "brainstorm" about the most serious needs
and ways these needs might be met. The concerns identified are
offered here in the hopes that those who have the expertise and
experience in grappling with such problems will apply their
attention and energies to these areas.

***The lack of education for parenting and family life was a'concern
for many. Some participants suggested fhat we need to develop
an educational program beginning in early childhood and continu-
ing in the public schools at all levels. In idition, parenting
education (including discussions on the role o men and women,'
parenW.ng skills and discipline of children) should be avail-
able at the community level-4or all ages and income groups.

One participant suggested that too many parents are denying
Hleir re ponsibilities in parenting their children, and are
delegat g that responsibility to schools, television; social
organiz ions and youth clubs.

Another thread Of concern was for child protection; with
the suggestion that although protective laws presently'exist,
funding is questionable. 'An examination of the laws on
parental And children's rights would probably be a useful exercise.

Many participants voiced concern for better coordinated,
more responsive child protective sexvices, with less institu-
tionalization of children and immediate homes for.children who
are not wanted or unable to be cared for by their families.
One participant suggested that community programs, 4mely
evaluations and more family counseling (working with the family
unit as-a-whole) would increase the quality of child protective
services available in Delaware.

***The effect of inflation on the ability .of-parents to provide
for their children was a popular concerp.,. Inflation has left
many welfare families, and families Wlivethere is divorce-Or
disability -so Consumed by the econotionditions*that the
physical and mental health of the family deteriorates rapidly.
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Many two parent families have opted for both parents to work,
a decision that often heightens stress and tension and some-
times does not noticeably decrease.financial insecurity.

Unemployment seems to be a factor that further diminishes
not only the family's financial resources, but also the
emotional and intellectual resources diat would normally be
used to cope with a family crisis.

0
Some participants suggested that a "child allowance" or,

basic family allowance might alleviate some of the financial
stress; others emphasized the importance of enhancing-the
concept of community (possibly through neighborhood groups)
to provide support and encouragement to families hrough
cooperative efforts..

***The care of dependent'elderly at home'(medical costs, in
particular) was a concern of some participants. A possible
solution would be to have representatives from the Division of
Aging who coUld help families work out acceptable and,realistic
options.

Transportation and housing for the handicapped and elderly
was anOther related concern offered by a partioipabt who
recognized that acceptable programs would probably,be quite
expensive in this area.

***Patterns of fundin:g government programs relating to the family
was an area many participants identified as an area,of concern.

"There is not a pOlicy that supports the family as a ,

unit or system. All Federal programs either fra4ment the
family or support only one aspect of the family; thus by
'default, support the fragmentation of the family."
Solution: Review all legislation and redesign it to
wOrk as a system to support the total family unit.

The most desirable funding patterns appear to be those that
minimize government intervention and maximize the choices 'that
families can make for themselves.

The problem ,of how to get the most services for the least
money waS addressed by one participant :who suggested the
following three options: (I) thorough and imaginative use of

--01., volunteers; (2) careful development of programs with prior
research to avoid duplication; and (3) consideration of al
the ramifications of the program.
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***Health care for those with chronic/catastrophic illness.and
those who do not qualify for Medicaid or Medicare and-cannot
afford Blue Cross was another concern identified. One
participant wrote, "Is there any answer other than socialized
'medicine?"

***The quality of education available in our public schools was
a concern for a nuber of participants who focused on fhe
need for a relevant, effective education for all. One
participant suggested that "the lowering of eUaZational stan-
dards in the recent past has caused a high rate of illiteracy

,

among highschool graduates." This affects the types of jobs
that graduateslcan get, as well as the overall commitment to
excellence and quality of production in the workplace.

***Getting the services out to the people who need them most is a
continuing concern of people in human services. One partici-
pant suggested that the medical, educational, social and environ-
mental samv,ices available might be listed in a booklet (much
like the telephone book) and given to each family, with annual
updates. Another possibility would be to have this information
incorporce'd in the,telephone book.

Many other participants underscored the importance of making
the services available to whole families via fatily counseling
and open centers where mi1ies could go to get help.

***Single parents now head-16 percent of our familics. Partici-
pants were cOncerned about what is being done toldecrease the
economic plight of single parents--especially mothers--in
relation to housing, child care, medical care.and continuing
education. Another participant highlighted the need for social
and emotional support for families such as these who are in
the process of etiching out new lifestyles.

***Teenage pregnancy is increasing rapidly proughout the nation
to the extent that many are concerned about "kids with kids."
Participants mentioned support networks.for teenage parents,
adequate public assistance programs, and quality sex education
in the schools, community and home as areas of concern.

***Public transportation downstate limits the options oE residents,'
incluaing youth--who can be (depending on their family cir-
'cumstances and location) severely restricted in the number of
out-of-school programs in which they can participate. Many
citizens must' deal with isOlation (auay from neighborhood
and community).
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***Special needs of wuking parents 1:nclude good quality care of
children of working-parents (for both working one and two-
parent families) for all'income levels. Problems include the
availability of assisEiae for low-income and single-parent
families in paying for quality day care. There appears to be
a lack of funds for Title KX programs--or maybe it is more a
problem of the allocation of those funds--for day care and
other family sources. Infant-toddler care of high quality
is scarce.

Part-time j,.0.1 (with appropriate benefits) for parents who
wish or need tO 'be in the workforce, without forcing major
lapses in the employment record would increase options for
parents. Other participants suggested more flexible-hour jobs
so that parents can share child-cate responsthilities as well
as alleviate the serious shortage of quality after-school care.
One proposal for "latch-key children": We mus%phave an 8-hour 40
school day and a 12-month school year.

***The values we are teaching our children may.need to be
critically examined. One participant suggeiEed that our "low
moral tone" is,partially the product of drugs and sex being
exploited in the mass media.

One paitticipant suggested that more intdnse action on the
. part of churches and other institutions concerned with moral'
values,could help to strengthen concepts of'commitment to the'
family.ideal.

***The status of- women has a strong effect on the quality of
4/parenting we can offer ouechildren. Some (or many) women
have a poor ateitude about themselvesiond tend to pass this
attitude about the worth of women on dawn to their children.

Discrimination on the job most strongly affects single-
parent families (fourteen percent of ali families now have a
female head with no husband present; the median family income
for this group was $7,210 in 1976 compared to $16,200 for all
husband-wife familiors) as well as families in which the father
has 'suffered some type of disability. Equal pay for equal
wor4 seems urgently critical for thpse women who are the primary
breadwidhers fbr

1

their families.



SUMilARY AND CONCLUSIONS

"There can be a no more urgent priority for, the
next administration than to see that,every dedision
our government makes is designed to honor and supOort
and strengthen-the American Family."

1

President Carter
1976 Campaign Spelchl
New 'Hampshire

Delaware's Family Forum was a beginning step in'the'process
of evaluating the positive or negative effOtsrthat public policids.L
have on out families. This was not a.day to pick apart each.other's
proposals, but rather a day to.try to visualize as many ways .as
possible that we might,more effectively support out families and
children. '

,

Participants were encouraged to begin examining-the existing,
public policies at the national, state, and-local levels for ways
in which they suPport (or 'do not support) families.

There whsa -general' feeling that the less the government
intervenes or intrudes in family lie, the b\etter. At the same
time, there was a redognition that government can play a signi-
ficant role in strengthening and supportingrfamily units.

Hopefully, this heightening of awareness throughout-the
state wil enhance the contribution Defaware will make to the
anticipated White House Conference on Families in 1981. The
Family Forum can serve as a starting point for the specific recom-
mendations that will evolve after a thorough examination of public
policies in light of our value systems and priorities f.or

1
For the purposes of these Proceedings, public policies'

will be defined as those decisions 'and courses of-action whiCh
. result from human affairs becoming public affairs and public
issues-.

When the consequences of actions by individuals are
confl_ned to those persons invdlved, the act is considered
a private affair. HoWever, when the consequences are
recognized as significantly affecating others, and an effort
evolved to control or influence these consequen6es and
externalities, they constitute a public affair and evolve
into public issues around which there are differing view-
points And controversies. (Darling and Bubalz, 1978)

Nb.



In addition, throughout the planning stages, the Family
Forum brought together'service providersprofessionals working
with families and children throughout Delaware--in a setting

as'well as other professionals. With the popular ncern for
which encouraged communicatiop about their citizens

identifying,duplication of services as well as gaps in services',,,
this opportunity to get together and coMpare notes on existing
programs sceemed to be beneficial to everyone.

Finally, for many Family Forum participants, the highlight
of .the day was the experience of sharing idegs and feeliqgs
with others quite different from themselves (in terms of family
styles, political philosophy or financial circumstances). This
experience.often served to underscore' the simiraritibi, the
participants had in their values and goals for themselves, their
families and their children.

(\\
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